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Abstract
We prove an asymptotic formula for the number of k-uniform hypergraphs with a given degree
sequence, for a wide range of parameters. In particular, we find a formula that is asymptotically equal
to the number of d-regular k-uniform hypergraphs on n vertices provided that dn ď c`n
k
˘
for a constant
c ą 0, and 3 ď k ă nC for any C ă 1{9. Our results relate the degree sequence of a random k-uniform
hypergraph to a simple model of nearly independent binomial random variables, thus extending the
recent results for graphs due to the second and third author.
1 Introduction
Enumeration is a central topic in combinatorics. Classical results include, for example, Cayley’s formula
for the number of n-vertex trees [6] and Moon’s formula of the number of trees with a given degree
sequence [19]. Enumeration of more complex graphs tends to be difficult, even if one asks only for
approximate (asymptotic) formulae. Of particular interest has been the problem of finding formulae
for the number of d-regular graphs on n vertices. No exact formulae in closed form are known for this
problem, not even when d “ 3. In 1959, Read [20] found a recursive relation and an asymptotic formula
for the number of 3-regular graphs. This was extended by several researchers [3, 13, 15, 16, 17, 21]
and now an asymptotic formula for the number of d-regular graphs is known for all d P r1, n´ 1s. In
fact, these results provide asymptotic formulae for the number of graphs with a given degree sequence,
not just regular, for a wide range of sequences. The focus of this work is on k-uniform hypergraphs,
which have been well studied in the context of enumeration. The regular case is considered by Cooper,
Frieze, Molloy and Reed [7] and by Dudek, Frieze, Rucin´ski and Sˇileikis [9] for the rather sparse range
and for constant k, and by Kuperberg, Lovett and Peled [12] for the dense range and sufficiently large
k. Blinovsky and Greenhill [4, 5] provided asymptotic formulae for irregular ‘sparse’ degree sequences
and allowed for k to increase moderately with n. We provide more details on the range of these results
further below.
Hypergraph enumeration is closely related to properties of random or ‘typical’ hypergraphs. In
the case of graphs, for instance, McKay and Wormald [18] showed that if certain asymptotic fomulae
for the number of graphs with a given degree sequence hold, then the degree sequence of the random
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graph Gpn, pq can be modelled by a sequence of independent binomial random variables. Furthermore,
the above-mentioned hypergraph enumeration results were used in studying perfect matchings [7] and
Hamilton cycles [1] in random regular hypergraphs, as well as enumerating linear hypergraphs with a
given degree sequence [5]. Dudek, Frieze, Rucin´ski and Sˇileikis [8] gave a result that ‘embeds’ the Erdo˝s-
Re´nyi hypergraph inside the random regular hypergraph, thereby extending Kim and Vu’s well known
result for graphs to a denser case and also to hypergraphs. As they point out in their introduction,
a significant obstacle was the lack of suitable enumeration formulae (as used by Kim and Vu), and
such formulae may lead to another proof of their hypergraph result. The present paper provides
such formulae. In addition, enumeration results were used in [10] for uniformly sampling graphs with
a given power law degree sequence using Monte Carlo Markov chains (MCMC). Uniform sampling of
hypergraphs using MCMC has not advanced as far theoretically as the graph case, and our enumeration
results may have implications there as well.
Our contribution includes asymptotic enumeration of k-uniform hypergraphs with a given degree
sequence, for wide a range of parameters not covered previously. In particular, we show that there is
a constant c ą 0 such that if k ď nC for some C ă 1{9 and d ă c
k
`
n´1
k´1
˘
, the number of d-regular
k-uniform hypergraphs on n vertices is asymptotically equal toˆ `n
k
˘
dn{k
˙ˆ
n
`
n´1
k´1
˘
dn
˙´1ˆ`n´1
k´1
˘
d
˙n
epk´1q{2. (1.1)
When d exceeds our bound and k ě C 1 for a sufficiently large constant C 1, then the results of [12]
apply. Combining this result with ours covers the range d ď 1
2
`
n´1
k´1
˘
, and hence (by complementation),
the full range for d, provided that k ě C 1.
Moreover, we show that the degree sequence of a random k-uniform hypergraph with m edges can
be modelled by a sequence of independent binomial random variables, conditioning on their sum being
km.
These developments parallel the history of enumerating d-regular graphs. Namely, the switching
methods give results for d “ op?nq [15, 17] whereas analytic techniques are useful for dense graphs,
i.e. roughly when d P pn{ logn, 1{2q [16]. The method of Liebenau and Wormald [13] covers the
intermediate range, with a significant overlap, and this is the method we build on in the present work.
Let us introduce some notation necessary for discussing our results. Given an integer k, a k-uniform
hypergraph (or k-graph) on a vertex set V is a collection of k-element subsets of V , which are called the
edges of the hypergraph. The degree of a vertex v in a k-graph H is the number of edges containing v.
A hypergraph is d-regular if each vertex has degree d. The degree sequence of a k-graph H on the
vertex set V “ rns is the ordered n-tuple pdegHpvq : v P V q. We actually study a more general
question of estimating the number of k-uniform n-vertex hypergraphs with a given degree sequence
d “ pd1, . . . , dnq, as the number of vertices n tends to infinity. All our asymptotic statements are with
respect to n. The edge size k and the given degree sequence d may depend on n.
We state our formulae in probabilistic language which allows us to apply established probabilistic
techniques, as well as giving more concise and intuitive formulae. Let Hkpn,mq be the uniform proba-
bility space on the set of n-vertex k-graphs with m edges, and let Dkpn,mq denote the probability space
induced by the degree sequence of Hkpn,mq. The ground set of Dkpn,mq is td P Zn` :
ř
vPrns dv “ kmu,
denoted by Ω. Note that, for a sequence d P Ω, the number of k-graphs on n vertices with degree se-
quence d is equal to PDkpn,mqpdq
´ pnkq
m
¯
, so enumeration of k-graphs with a given degree sequence is
equivalent to estimating PDkpn,mqpdq. Our main result relates Dkpn,mq to a much simpler space of in-
dependent binomial random variables. Let Bkpn,mq be the probability space on Ω in which a sequence
is chosen by sampling each component dv according to the binomial distribution Bin
´`
n´1
k´1
˘
, p
¯
, all
choices being mutually independent, conditioned on
ř
v dv “ km, where p P p0, 1q. We omit p from the
notation since each such p defines the same probability space: for any vector d P Ω, we have
PBkpn,mqpdq “
ˆ
n
`
n´1
k´1
˘
km
˙´1 ź
vPrns
ˆ`n´1
k´1
˘
dv
˙
. (1.2)
The following theorem establishes that the space Bkpn,mq can be used to model the degree sequence
Dkpn,mq, as long as k is not too large. We use op1q and ω to denote functions of n tending to 0 and
8, respectively, as n Ñ 8. We say that the convergence in the error term opq holds uniformly for all
2
d in some set if there is a fixed upper bound gpnq on that error term, where gpnq Ñ 0 as n Ñ 8, for
all d in the given set. A similar interpretation holds for uniform convergence in Opq bounds.
Theorem 1.1. There exists a real constant c ą 0 such that the following holds for any positive constant
C ă 1{9. Let k, n and m be integers with 3 ď k ă nC and ?n ă m ă c
k
`
n
k
˘
. Then there exists a set
W that has probability 1´O pn´ωq in both Bkpn,mq and Dkpn,mq, such that uniformly for all k,m as
above and all d PW
PDkpn,mqpdq “ PBkpn,mqpdqp1 ` op1qq. (1.3)
The theorem is restricted to k ě 3 because the fact that it holds when k “ 2 was shown in the earlier
paper [13], and our proofs here do not cover that case. The asymptotic equivalence between Dkpn,mq
and Bkpn,mq asserted by the theorem immediately opens up possibilities for proving properties of
Dkpn,mq, i.e. the degree sequence of a random hypergraph with a given number of edges. This also
has immediate implications for the binomial random hypergraph, denoted by Hkpn, pq, in which each
edge is included by sampling independently with probability p: the distribution of the degree sequence
of Hkpn, pq is that of Dkpn,mq where m has the distribution of Bin
``
n
k
˘
, p
˘
. Precise results of this sort
were given in [18] for the case k “ 2, where the distribution of degrees in H2pn, pq is given a description
reminiscent of de Finetti’s theorem, as a mixture of finite sequences of independent binomial random
variables. This approach is leading to results on the degree sequence of random graphs that are much
stronger than obtained by the traditional approach, which often involves computing moments directly
in the graph model. By similar means, one can expect that some of the statistics of the degree sequences
of Hkpn,mq and Hkpn, pq to be accessible from studies of independent copies of Bin
´`
n´1
k´1
˘
, p
¯
.
Our enumeration results which imply Theorem 1.1 apply to a wider range of degree sequences than
the set W referred to in Theorem 1.1, extending to degree sequences where the conditioned binomial
model Bkpn,mq no longer gives asymptotically correct probabilities. These results are given in the
two following theorems, whose proofs are related. The following theorem implies Theorem 1.1 in the
moderately dense case, that is, when the average degree d“ km{n is at least polylogarithmic in n,
and when the uniform edge size k is not too large with respect to d. The sequences in that theorem
are nearly regular, by which we mean that all their components do not deviate significantly from the
average d. Define σ2pdq “ 1
n
ř
vPrnspdv ´ dq2.
Theorem 1.2. There exists c ą 0 such that the following statements hold. Let k, n and m be integers
such that k ě 3, let ϕ P ` 4
9
, 1
2
˘
and define d “ km{n, µ “ m`n
k
˘´1
. Let D be the set of sequences d of
length n satisfying
ř
vPV dv “ dn and |dv ´ d| ď d1´ϕ for all v P V . Suppose moreover that
k2log2 n{?nă c, k3d1´3ϕă c, kµ ă c and logC n “ opdq for any fixed integer C. (1.4)
Then uniformly for all d P D we have
PDkpn,mqpdq “ PBkpn,mqpdq exp
ˆ
k ´ 1
2
´ pk ´ 1qnσ
2pdq
2dpn´ kqp1 ´ µq
˙
p1`O pηkqq , (1.5)
where
ηk “
$’’’&’’’%
log2 n?
n
` d
2´4ϕ
n
` d1´3ϕ, k “ 3
k2log2 n?
n
` pµn` kqk2d1´3ϕ, k ě 4.
Moreover, ηk ă 3c for n sufficiently large.
For the constant degree sequence dreg “ pd, d, . . . , dq, Theorem 1.2 implies (1.1), and hence dreg fails
to satisfy (1.3) (for k ě 2). This is essentially due to σ2pdregq being 0, which deviates significantly from
the typical value of σ2pdq in Bkpn,mq and Dkpn,mq. Still, Theorem 1.1 is deduced from Theorems 1.3
and 1.2 by considering the ‘annulus’ consisting of degree sequenced d for which σ2pdq is close to its
expectation so that the exponential term in (1.5) tends to 1.
Our next result, like those of [4, 5, 7, 9], covers the sparse regime, so we have no assumptions on
the variation of the entries of the sequence and the errors are expressed in terms of maximum degree
∆pdq “ maxvPrns dv. The theorem is particularly important for complementing Theorem 1.2 when k is
large compared to the average degree d.
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Theorem 1.3. Let n, k, ∆˚ and m be positive integers. Define
ψk “
$’’&’’%
1
m
`
∆3˚ ` log9 n
˘
, k “ 3,
k2
m
`
∆2˚ ` k∆˚ log4 n` k2 log9 n
˘
, k ě 4
(1.6)
and assume ψk ă 1. Uniformly for all sequences d P Zn` with
ř
vPrns dv “ km and ∆pdq ď ∆˚, we
have
PDkpn,mqpdq “ PBkpn,mqpdq exp
ˆ pk ´ 1q
2
ˆ
1´ nσ
2pdq
km
˙˙´
1`O
´a
ψk
¯¯
.
As a byproduct of our method, we estimate the probability that a given setK P `V
k
˘
is a hyperedge in
a random k-graph with degree sequnce d, denoted by PKpdq. As expected, the approximate probability
is ‘close to’ the edge density µ and increases with the degrees of the vertices in K.
Proposition 1.4. There exists a real constant c ą 0 such that the following holds. Let k ě 3, d, n,
m, µ, ϕ and D be as in Theorem 1.2, and replace the assumptions (1.4) by
kd´ϕ ă c, kµ` k2{n ă c and log3 n ă d.
Then uniformly for all d P D and K P `V
k
˘
, we have
PKpdq “
ˆ
n´ 1
k ´ 1
˙´1˜
d` n´ 1
n´ k
ÿ
vPK
pdv ´ dq
¸`
1`O `k2d´2ϕ˘˘ . (1.7)
The proposition follows from the proof of Lemma 6.1 which allows slightly weaker assumptions
on d and k than (1.4). We include the proof in Section 6. Analogously, we establish a more precise
approximation for k “ 3, cf. (6.4) and (6.18), as well as for the edge probability PKpdq in the sparse
range of Theorem 1.3, cf. (4.7). Finally, approximations for the probability that a random k-graph with
degree sequence d contains a specific two-edge path (consisting of two edges sharing k´1 vertices) can
be deduced from (6.18).
Existing results and methods
We now give a more detailed context for our results. The strongest theorem in the sparse regime is due
to Greenhill and Blinovsky [5]. They enumerate k-graphs with degree sequence d satisfying k3∆pdq3 “
opmq. This condition implies k2∆pdq2 ` k3∆pdq “ opmq, which is the bottleneck in Theorem 1.3
assuming a mild lower bound on m. The methods of [4, 5, 7, 9] are based on two key ideas which were
initially developed for graphs — the configuration model combined with switchings.
On the other hand, the enumeration formula of Kuperberg, Lovett and Peled [12] covers d-regular
k-graphs with knC ď d ď 1
2
`
n´1
k´1
˘
, where C ą 0 is an unspecified constant. In the range where both
our results and those of [12] are valid, we have checked that (1.1) asymptotically coincides with their
formula. Regular hypergraphs are actually a special case of a more general result from [12] showing
the existence of various regular structures, such as designs and orthogonal arrays. The method used
bears a strong relationship with the saddlepoint integral method first applied to enumeration of dense
regular graphs in [16] and further developed in a number of papers by McKay and others.
Finally, the reader may wonder whether enumeration results of bipartite graphs can be of use since
a k-uniform hypergraph H naturally corresponds to a bipartite graph BH on the vertex set VH Y EH
in which each vertex of EH has degree k. However, in this bipartite graph, no two elements of EH
have the same set of neighbours (as H does not contain a multiple edge). Furthermore, |EH | can be
as large as
`|VH |
k
˘
, which means that the bipartite graphs have very disparate degrees. The existing
enumeration results on bipartite graphs do not cover either of those aspects.
Our method
The proof of Theorem 1.2 follows the approach developed by Liebenau and Wormald [13]. We will
now informally describe several key insights. Let P “ PDkpn,mq denote the probability measure in
Dkpn,mq. Firstly, it is sufficient to know the ratios Ppdq{Ppd1q for d,d1 in the domain of interest
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D (which contains nearly regular sequences with sum nd). However, to see that it suffices to restrict
our attention to D, one has to check that D comprises most of the probability space Dkpn,mq and
that the ratios Ppdq{Ppd1q are typically very close to the corresponding ratio in Bkpn,mq, for which
concentration results are crucial.
Let us call sequences d and d1 adjacent if d1 “ d´ ea` eb for some canonical-basis vectors ea and
eb. Our argument relies on computing the ratios only for pairs of adjacent sequences and comparing
them to the ratios in PBkpn,mq. Namely, for d´ ea and d´ eb in D, we have
PBkpn,mqpd´ eaq
PBkpn,mqpd´ ebq
“
da
´`
n´1
k´1
˘´ db ` 1¯
db
´`
n´1
k´1
˘´ da ` 1¯
and we will establish (with a ‘very small’ error ε) that
PDkpn,mqpd´ eaq
PDkpn,mqpd´ ebq
“
da
´`
n´1
k´1
˘´ db ` 1¯
db
´`
n´1
k´1
˘´ da ` 1¯ exp
ˆ pk ´ 1qpda ´ dbq
dp1 ´ µqpn´ kq
˙
p1`O pεqq . (1.8)
The final formula (1.5) is deduced by comparing the two approximations.
Finally, to compute the ratios between adjacent degree sequences, we develop combinatorial rela-
tions which, when iterated, allow us to estimate the ratios with increasing accuracy. Still, to reach
a sufficiently high accuracy, one would need roughly logpndq iterations of the recursive relations, so
fixed point arguments are used instead to ‘short-circuit’ the iterations. The above-mentioned edge
probabilities PKpdq are approximated in this part of the argument, as they are closely related to the
ratios Ppd´ eaq{Ppd´ ebq.
Compared to the graph case [13], the combinatorial relations become more complicated when k ą 2,
requiring some care to resolve. Furthermore, handling the iterated recursive relations required the
analysis to be completely overhauled to cover the case that k can grow (quite quickly).
A conjecture
The comparison of Dkpn,mq with the space Bkpn,mq of conditioned independent binomials in The-
orem 1.1 coincides with the above-mentioned work for the graph case, i.e. when k “ 2, however the
distribution of the degree of a single vertex ofHkpn,mq is hypergeometric with parameters
`
n
k
˘
,m,
`
n´1
k´1
˘
,
since m edges are chosen uniformly at random out of
`
n
k
˘
k-element subsets of rns, and `n´1
k´1
˘
of those
sets contribute to dv. This suggests using the probability space which is a sequence of n variables with
this hypergeometric distribution, conditioned on their sum being km. We denote this by Tkpn,mq.
We use the conditioned binomial probability space in the present work because the formula (1.2) is
simpler than the corresponding one for Tkpn,mq, and these two spaces are asymptotically equal for
typical sequences for k up to about
?
n. However, for larger values of k, the asymptotic equivalence of
Bkpn,mq with Tkpn,mq no longer holds, and we conjecture that the binomial model property already
shown for k “ 2 in [13] extends in the following way to all k.
Conjecture 1.5. Let k, n and m be integers with 2 ď k ď n ´ 2 and mintm, `n
k
˘ ´ mu “ ω logn.
Then there exists a set W that has probability 1 ´ O pn´ωq in both Tkpn,mq and Dkpn,mq, such that
uniformly for all d PW
PDkpn,mqpdq “ PTkpn,mqpdqp1 ` op1qq.
Structure of the paper
Section 2 contains some prerequisite results. In Section 3 we establish recursive relations which are
used in both proofs. Theorem 1.3 is proved in Section 4, and Theorem 1.2 in Sections 5 and 6. At the
end of Section 6 we deduce Theorem 1.1.
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2 Preliminaries
2.1 Notation
For later reference, we list here some of the symbols defined throughout the paper, with their interpre-
tations.
Symbol Meaning or value
V “ rns the set t1, 2, . . . , nu
Hkpn,mq random k-uniform hypergraph on m edges
Dkpn,mq degree sequence of Hkpn,mq
Bkpn,mq sequence of n independent binomials conditioned on
ř
dv “ km
d mn{k
µ m
`
n
k
˘´1
q k ´ 1
α k´1
n´1 “ qn´1
ϕ P ` 4
9
, 1
2
˘
bound on the degree spread, so that |dv ´ d| ă d1´ϕ
εv relative degree deviation pdv ´ dq{d
∆pdq maxv dv
M1pdq
ř
v dv
σ2pdq přvpdv ´ dq2q{n
ψ3
1
m
`
∆3˚ ` log9 n
˘
ψk for k ě 4 k2m
`
∆2˚ ` k∆˚ log4 n` k2 log9 n
˘
η3
log2 n?
n
` d2´4ϕ
n
` d1´3ϕ
ηk for k ě 4 k
2log2 n?
n
` pµn` kqk2d1´3ϕ,
Let N pd; k, nq be the number of k-graphs on vertex set rns with a given degree sequence d P Zn`.
Recall that we are interested in the asymptotic behaviour of N pd; k, nq as nÑ8. The parameters k,
m and d are functions of n and denote the edge size, number of edges and average degree of k-graphs
under consideration, respectively. It is occasionally convenient to use q “ k ´ 1 instead of k. In some
of our notation, the dependence on k and n are suppressed, for instance we write N pdq “ N pd; k, nq.
Recall the definitions of the probability spaces Hkpn,mq,Dkpn,mq and Bkpn,mq from the introduction.
Given d P Zn` with average d “ km{n, we call maxvPrns |dv ´ d| the spread of d. Recall that
σ2pdq “ 1
n
řn
v“1pdv ´ dq2.
Let eK “
ř
aPK ea for an arbitrary set K Ă V , where ea is the canonical basis vector in direction
a. Usually, K will be a k-element set, so that d ´ eK is the sequence obtained by perturbing d in
k components. Moreover, we define the norm Λkpdq “ max  L8pdq, 1
k
L1pdq( on Zn` and the corre-
sponding Λk-distance. This metric is useful in our problem since for K Ă V with |K| “ k, we have
Λkpd,d´ eKq “ ΛkpeK ,0q “ 1.
Recall that our asymptotic statements are with respect to n Ñ 8. We write f „ g if f{g Ñ 1,
f “ Opgq if |f | ď Cg for some constant C, and f “ opgq if f{g Ñ 0. We use ω to mean a function
going to infinity, possibly different in all instances. For a given set S and a positive integer t, we define`
S
t
˘
to be the set of all t-element subsets of S.
To prove that an asymptotic relation holds uniformly when dn is in some well defined finite set Spnq
for all n, it is enough if we can conclude that the relation is valid for any particular sequence tdnu with
dn P Spnq for all n. This is because we may then apply this conclusion to the sequence of dn P Spnq
chosen for each n with the ‘worst’ error term over all possible d P Spnq. In this paper, when we prove
that an estimate holds uniformly, one can either verify at each step that the estimates are uniform, or
take the viewpoint that a fixed sequence tdnu is under examination. The claims are sometimes easier
to verify from the latter viewpoint.
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2.2 Combinatorial preliminaries
A sequence d “ pdvqvPrns is k-graphical if there is a k-graph with degree sequence d. Corollary 2.2
from [2] is sufficient for our purposes.
Theorem 2.1. Let d P Zn` be a sequence with maximum component ∆ such that
ř
vPrns dv “ dn ” 0
pmod kq. If there is an integer p satisfying ∆ ď `p´1
k´1
˘
and nd ě p∆´ 1qp` 1, then d is k-graphical.
The following proposition contains two immediate consequences for nearly regular hypergraphs and
for sparse hypergraphs.
Proposition 2.2. Let n and k be integers such that 20k ă n. Let d P Zn` be a sequence withř
vPrns dv “ nd ” 0 pmod kq.
(i) If ∆pdq ď `1` 1
3k
˘
d ď 1
4
`
n´1
k´1
˘
and d ě 1, then d is k-graphical.
(ii) If k∆pdq1`1{pk´1q ď 1
2
dn, then the sequence d is k-graphical.
Proof. (i) Let p “ P`1´ 1
2k
˘
n
T
. Then
pp∆pdq ´ 1q ` 1 ă nd
ˆ
1´ 1
2k
` 1
n
˙ˆ
1` 1
3k
˙
` 1 ă nd
ˆ
1´ 1
6k
` 3
n
˙
ă nd,
using the assumption on ∆pdq and 20k ă n. To check the second condition of Theorem 2.1, we
first note that p´k`1
n´k`1 “ 1´ n´pn´k`1 ě 1´ 1k for n ą 2k. Therefore,ˆ
p´ 1
k ´ 1
˙
“
ˆ
n´ 1
k ´ 1
˙
¨ pp´ 1qpp´ 2q ¨ ¨ ¨ pp´ k ` 1qpn´ 1qpn´ 2q ¨ ¨ ¨ pn´ k ` 1q ě
ˆ
n´ 1
k ´ 1
˙ˆ
1´ 1
k
˙k´1
ě 4∆ ¨ e´1 ą ∆.
Hence, d is k-graphical by Theorem 2.1.
(ii) Let ∆ “ ∆pdq and p “ Pk∆1{pk´1q ` 1T. Since p∆´ 1qp` 1 ă 2k∆1`1{pk´1q ď dn and
ˆ
p´ 1
k ´ 1
˙
ě
˜
k∆
1
k´1
k ´ 1
¸k´1
ą ∆,
Theorem 2.1 implies that d is k-graphical.
For a k-graphical sequence d P Zn` and K P
`rns
k
˘
, let PKpdq denote the probability that a random
k-graph with degree sequence d contains the edge K. We can bound PKpdq in a simple way using
the following switching argument, which is an analogue of the standard graph switching. Denote
DK “ DKpdq “
ś
vPK dv. To match the applications, the following lemma will be stated for pq ` 1q-
uniform hypergraphs, instead of k-uniform hypergraphs.
Lemma 2.3. Let d be a pq`1q-graphical sequence of length n with řvPV dv “ pq`1qm and ∆pdq “ ∆.
Assume
`pq ` 1q2 `∆1{q˘∆ ď 1
8
m. Then for any K P ` V
q`1
˘
we have
PKpdq ď 2q!DKpmpq ` 1qqq .
Proof. Let K0 “ pv00, v01, . . . , v0qq be an ordering of the elements (vertices) of K. We say that a
pq ` 1q-tuple is an (ordered) edge in a pq ` 1q-graph G if the corresponding set is an edge in G. For
each pq ` 1q-graph G with degree sequence d containing K0, we can perform a switching by removing
K0 and q other ordered mutually disjoint edges in G, Ki “ pvi0, vi1, . . . , viqq, and inserting the ordered
edges Jj “ pv0j , . . . , vqjq for 0 ď j ď q, as long as no multiple edges are formed. We will show that the
number of suitable choices for the ordered edges Ki is at least`pm´ pq ` 1q2∆qpq ` 1q!˘q´pq`1q pq!∆qq`1 “ pmpq`1q!qq ˆ1´ pq ` 1q2∆
m
´ ∆
q`1pq ` 1q!
pmpq ` 1qqq
˙
. (2.1)
For, having chosen K0, . . . ,Ki for some i ă q, there are at most pq ` 1q2∆ edges with a vertex inŤi
i1“0Ki1 , which are unavailable as a choice for Ki`1. Moreover, we need to subtract choices for Ji
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which are already an edge of G. The number of such choices for the pq`1q-tuple J0 “ pv00, v10, . . . vq0q
which forms an edge in G is at most ∆q!. Given these vertices, the number of ways to choose and
order the remaining edges Ki containing vi0 is at most p∆q!qq. Repeating this for J1, . . . , Jq gives
pq ` 1qp∆q!qq`1. By assumption, `pq ` 1q2 `∆1{q˘∆ ď 1
8
m, so the right-hand side of (2.1) is at least
1
2
pmpq ` 1q!qq.
On the other hand, for each k-graph G1 in which K is not an edge, the number of ways that K is
created by performing such a switching in reverse is at most
ś
vPK dvpq!qq`1 “ DKpdqpq!qq`1. To see
this, note that each Jj has to contain v0j as the first vertex in the ordering, and the remaining vertices
can be ordered arbitrarily.
Counting the set of all possible switchings over all such pq ` 1q-graphs G and G1 in two different
ways shows that the ratio of the number of graphs with K to the number without K is
PKpdq
1´ PKpdq ď
2q!DK
pmpq ` 1qqq .
In particular, PKpdq ď 2q!DKpmpq`1qqq , as required.
2.3 Concentration results
The following lemma is originally due to McDiarmid [14], and the present formulation can be found
in [13].
Lemma 2.4 (McDiarmid). Let c ą 0 and let f be a function defined on the set of subsets of some set
U such that |fpSq ´ fpT q| ď c whenever |S| “ |T | “ m and |S X T | “ m ´ 1. Let S be a randomly
chosen m-subset of U . Then for all α ą 0 we have
P
`|fpSq ´EfpSq| ě αc?m˘ ď 2 expp´2α2q.
Recall that by ω we denote a function that tends to 8 arbitrarily slowly with n, and that Bkpn,mq
is a sequence of n i.i.d. random variables each distributed as Bin
´`
n´1
k´1
˘
, 1
2
¯
conditioned on
ř
dv “ km.
Lemma 2.5. Define d “ pd1, . . . , dnq as either (a) the degree sequence of a random k-graph in
Hkpn,mq, or (b) a sequence in Bkpn,mq. Let d “ km{n.
(i) For 1 ď v ď n and all α ą 0 we have
Pp|dv ´ d| ě αq ď 2 exp
ˆ
´ α
2
2pd` α{3q
˙
ď 2 exp
ˆ
´min
"
α2
3d
,
α
3
*˙
.
(ii) If βk ě 100, then we have
P
˜ˇˇ
σ2pdq ´Var d1
ˇˇ ě 2d˜βk log n?
n
`
c
pβk lognq3
nd
¸¸
“ O
´
n´β{10
¯
.
Moreover, Var d1 “ d
´
1´m`n
k
˘´1¯ ¨ `1`O ` k
n
˘˘
.
Proof. First consider (a). In Hkpn,mq, each vertex degree dv is distributed hypergeometrically with
parameters
`
n
k
˘
,m,
`
n´1
k´1
˘
. Thus the expected value of dv is d, and hence (i) holds by [11, Theorem 2.10,
equations (2.5) and (2.6)].
To show (ii), define
fpdq “ fpdpGqq “
ÿ
vPrns
mintpdv ´ dq2, xu
for a k-graph G with degree sequence d “ dpGq, where x “ βkd logn
´
1` βk logn
4d
¯
. A k-graph
G P Hkpn,mq corresponds to a random m-subset of all possible edges. Moving one edge in G to a
different position affects at most 2k vertex degrees, and the contribution of each vertex to the change
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in f is at most p?xq2´p?x´1q2 ă 2?x. Thus Lemma 2.4 applies with c “ 4k?x. Taking α2 “ β logn
16
and m “ dn
k
, we get
P
´
|fpdq ´Efpdq| ě
a
βxdkn log n
¯
ď 2 exp
ˆ
´β logn
8
˙
.
On the other hand, let A denote the event maxv |dv ´ d| ě
?
x. The parameter x was set so that
x
3d
ě βk log n
3
and
?
x
3
ě βk logn
2¨3 . Therefore, by (i) and the union bound,
PpAq ď 2n exp
ˆ
´min
"
x
3d
,
?
x
3
*˙
ď 2n´βk{6`1 “ O
´
n´βk{10
¯
.
Provided that A does not hold, we have fpdq “ řvpdv ´ dq2 “ nσ2pdq. We thus conclude
P
´ˇˇ
nσ2pdq ´Efpdqˇˇ ěaβxdkn logn¯ ď 2n´β{8 `PpAq “ O ´n´β{10¯ .
To pass from Efpdq to Eσ2pdq “ Var d1, we note that for all d, |fpdq ´ σ2pdq| ď 2σ2pdq ď n2k´1 and
thus, applying this crude upper bound whenever fpdq ‰ nσ2pdq,ˇˇ
E
“
fpdq ´ nσ2pdq‰ˇˇ ď 2n2k´1Ppfpdq ‰ nσ2pdqq “ O ´n2k´1´βk{6¯ “ o `n´1˘ .
It follows that
P
˜ˇˇ
σ2pdq ´Var d1
ˇˇ ěcβxdk log n
n
` 1
n
¸
“ O
´
n´β{10
¯
.
It remains to check that the deviation
a
βxdk logn{n ` n´1 is smaller than the one claimed in (ii).
Indeed,c
βxdk logn
n
` 1
n
ď 2
c
1
n
ppβkd log nq2 ` dpβk lognq3q ď d?
n
˜
βk logn`
c
pβk log nq3
d
¸
.
This concludes the proof of part (ii) for (a). The estimate for Var d1 follows from the standard formula
for variance of this hypergeometric random variable.
For the binomial random variable case (b), a similar argument applies by modelling d1, . . . , dn each
as a sum of
`
n´1
k´1
˘
independent indicator variables conditioned on
ř
vPrns dv “ km. Conditioning on the
sum being km is equivalent to a uniformly random selection of a pkmq-subset of the n`n´1
k´1
˘
indicator
variables. In particular, every dv is distributed hypergeometrically with parameters n
`
n´1
k´1
˘
, km,
`
n´1
k´1
˘
,
which leads to both (i) and (ii) by an argument virtually identical to that for (a).
3 Recursive relations
We will now derive recursive relations which, when iterated, allow us to estimate the probabilities of
adjacent degree sequences with increasing accuracy. Recall that we are considering k-uniform hyper-
graphs, where k is an integer depending on n. For d P Zn` with N pd´ ebq ą 0, we define
Rabpdq “
PDkpn,mqpd´ eaq
PDkpn,mqpd´ ebq
“ N pd´ eaq
N pd´ ebq .
For A P ` V
k´1
˘
and v R A, we set v`A “ A` v “ AYtvu. For an integer k, sets J, L P `V
k
˘
with J ‰ L
and d P Zn`, let NLpdq denote the number of k-graphs with degree sequence d containing the edge L;
and let NJ,Lpdq be the number of k-graphs with degree sequence d containing both edges J and L.
Before stating the recursive relations, we state a simple identity from [13] which will be used several
times to relate degree sequences of differing total degree. It was proved in [13] for k “ 2, but the proof
readily extends to arbitrary k.
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Lemma 3.1. Let J, L P `V
k
˘
and let d be a sequence of length n. Then
NJ,Lpdq “ NJpd´ eLq ´NJ,Lpd´ eLq and, similarly,
NLpdq “ N pd´ eLq ´NLpd´ eLq.
The recursive relations include ordered pk ´ 1q-tuples, so let us specify an ordering which breaks
ties and is easy to work with. Given A,B P ` V
k´1
˘
, the A-consistent ordering of the pair pA,Bq is an
ordering pa1, a2, . . . , ak´1q of A and pb1, . . . , bk´1q of B such that (1) ai ă ai`1 for i P rk ´ 2s, (2)
whenever bi P A, then bi “ ai, and (3) if bi, bj R A and i ă j, then bi ă bj. For A,B P
`
V
k´1
˘
and their
A-consistent ordering pajqjPrk´1s, pbjqjPrk´1s, define
RB,Apdq “
k´1ź
j“1
Rbjaj pd´ eb1b2¨¨¨bj´1aj`1¨¨¨ak´1q, (3.1)
assuming that all the sequences d´ eb1¨¨¨bjaj`1¨¨¨ak´1 are k-graphical.
Let K P ` V
k´1
˘
and a, b P V with a ‰ b. We set Ya,K,apdq “ 0 and define Ya,K,bpdq as the probability
that a random k-graph with degree sequence d contains the edges a`K and K ` b, so we have
Ya,K,b “ Na`K,K`bpdq
N pdq and Pa`Kpdq “
Na`Kpdq
N pdq . (3.2)
We now state the identities relating Rabpdq, Pa`Kpdq and Ya,K,bpdq. They extend the relations
from [13] which concern graphs.
Lemma 3.2. Let k “ kpnq be an integer and d P Zn` .
(a) For a, b P V , if d´ ea and d´ eb are k-graphical, then
Rabpdq “ da
db
¨ 1´Bpa, b,d´ ebq
1´Bpb, a,d´ eaq , (3.3)
provided that Bpb, a,d´ eaq ă 1, where
Bpi, j,d1q “ 1
di
¨˚
˝ ÿ
KPpV zta,buk´2 q
Pi`K`jpd1q `
ÿ
KPpV zta,buk´1 q
Yi,K,jpd1q‹˛‚. (3.4)
(b) Let A P ` V
k´1
˘
and v P V zA. We have
PA`vpdq “ dv
¨˚
˝ ÿ
BPpV ztvuk´1 q
RB,Apd´ evq1´ PB`vpd´ eB`vq
1 ´ PA`vpd´ eA`vq
‹˛‚
´1
, (3.5)
provided that PA`vpdq ą 0 and the sequences d´eb1¨¨¨bjaj`1¨¨¨ak´1 are k-graphical for j P t0, 1, ¨ ¨ ¨k´
1u.
(c) For K P ` V
k´1
˘
and a, b P V zK with a ‰ b, if PK`apd´ eK`aq ă 1, then
Ya,K,bpdq “ PK`apdq
1´ PK`apd´ eK`aq pPK`apd´ eK`aq ´ Ya,K,bpd´ eK`aqq . (3.6)
Proof. Let Hpdq “ Hpd; k, nq be the set of n-vertex k-graphs with degree sequence d. Observe that
in case a “ b, (a) holds since Raapdq “ 1. To establish (a) for a ‰ b, we analyse a natural switching
from Hpd´ ebq to Hpd´ eaq. Let Labpdq be the set of tuples pG,Kq where G P Hpd´ ebq and K is a
pk´1q-subset of V pGqzta, bu such that K`a is an edge of G and K`b is not an edge of G. In this proof
it is convenient to identify a hypergraph G with its edge set. For a pair pG,Kq of Labpdq, switching the
edge K`a to the edge K`b (that is, replacing K`a by K`b) yields a pair pGztK`auYtK`bu,Kq,
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which is an element of Lbapdq. This perturbation, also called degree-switching, clearly yields a bijection
between Labpdq and Lbapdq, which implies |Labpdq| “ |Lbapdq|. We claim that
|Labpdq| “ daN pd´ ebqp1 ´Bpa, b,d´ ebqq, (3.7)
where Bpi, j,d1q is defined in (3.4). To see this, let G P Hpd´ ebq be chosen uniformly at random and
let J ` a be a random edge containing a, which we refer to as distinguished. The probability measure
in this space is denoted by P. Let Ap be the event that b P J and Ae the event that J ` b is an edge of
G. Since Ae and Ap are disjoint, we have |Labpdq| “ daN pd´ ebqp1 ´PpAeq ´PpApqq and it suffices
to show that PpApq `PpAeq “ Bpa, b,d´ ebq. For any K P
`
V zta,bu
k´1
˘
, we have
P pK ` b P G and J “ Kq “ Na`K,K`bpd´ ebq
N pd´ ebqda “
Ya,K,bpd´ ebq
da
.
Summing over the choices of K, we get
PpApq “ 1
da
ÿ
KPpV zta,buk´1 q
Ya,k,bpd´ ebq.
An analogous argument for the event Ae implies that
PpAeq “ 1
da
ÿ
KPpV zta,buk´2 q
Pa`K`bpd´ ebq,
which completes the proof of (3.7).
Applying (3.7) to |Lbapdq| and recalling that |Labpdq| “ |Lbapdq| gives
Rabpdq “ N pd ´ eaq
N pd´ ebq “
da
db
¨ p1´Bpa, b,d´ ebqqp1´Bpb, a,d´ eaqq ,
where the denominator is non-zero by the hypothesis of (a).
For (b), linearity of expectation and simple algebraic manipulation gives
dv “
ÿ
BPpV ztvuk´1 q
PB`vpdq “ PA`vpdq
ÿ
BPpV ztvuk´1 q
NB`vpdq
NA`vpdq .
Using Lemma 3.1, it follows that
dv “ PA`vpdq
ÿ
BPpV ztvuk´1 q
N pd´ eB`vq
N pd´ eA`vq ¨
1´ PB`vpd´ eB`vq
1´ PA`vpd´ eA`vq . (3.8)
For B P pV ztvuqk´1, let pa1, . . . , ak´1q, pb1, . . . , bk´1q be the A-consistent ordering of pA,Bq. Since the
sequences d´eA`v and d´eB`v differ in at most k´1 entries, the fraction N pd´ eB`vq{N pd´ eA`vq
can be written as a telescopic product of the ratios of form Rbjaj pd1q,
N pd´ eB`vq
N pd´ eA`vq “
k´1ź
j“1
N pd´ eb1b2¨¨¨bj´1bjaj`1¨¨¨ak´1vq
N pd´ eb1b2¨¨¨bj´1ajaj`1¨¨¨ak´1vq
“ RB,Apd´ evq,
recalling that all the relevant degree sequences are k-graphical by assumption. Substituting this identity
back into (3.8), we get the relation (b).
For (c), applying Lemma 3.1 and recalling equation (3.2) defining P and Y gives
Ya,K,bpdqN pdq “ NK`bpd´ eK,aq ´NK`a,K`bpd´ eK,aq
“ pPK,bpd´ eK,aq ´ Ya,K,bpd´ eK,aqqN pd´ eK,aq.
Lemma 3.1 also implies that
N pd´eK,aq
N pdq “ PK,apdq1´PK`apd´eK,aq whenever PK`apd´ eK,aq ă 1. Substituting
this into the previous identity, we get
Ya,K,bpdq “ PK,apdq
1´ PK,apd´ eK,aq pPK,bpd´ eK,aq ´ Ya,K,bpd´ eK,aqq , (3.9)
as required.
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4 Sparse hypergraphs.
We now present the proof of Theorem 1.3. Under the assumptions of the Theorem, we only need two
iterations of the recursive relations for a sufficiently accurate estimate for Rabpdq, the ratio between
probabilities of two adjacent sequences. Given a sequence d we write M1pdq “
ř
v dv; recall that
∆pdq “ maxv dv.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Let
∆1 “ 2∆˚ ` log3 n
and define D` to be the set of all sequences d P Zn` with ∆pdq ď ∆1 andM1pdq “ km. Recall that the
Λk-distance was defined in Section 2 and that ΛkpeKq “ 1 for |K| “ k. For an integer r ě 0, denote by
Q0r (or Q
1
r) the set of sequences d in Z
n
` that have Λ
k-distance at most r from some sequence in D` and
satisfy M1pdq ” 0 pmod kq (or M1pdq ” 1 pmod kq respectively). Let ν “ 2∆1m “ 2∆1kdn “ O
´
ψk
log2 n
¯
,
recalling the definition of ψk and the assumption ψk ă 1 from the theorem statement.
We first estimate the ratios Rabpdq for d P Q11 by iterating the recursive relations from Lemma 3.2.
The following property of the formulae (3.3 – 3.6) will be important: if the argument is d, then the
sequences referred to in the formula are at Λk-distance at most 1 from d.
Claim 4.1. Uniformly for all d P Q11 and for all a, b P rns,
Rabpdq “ da
db
ˆ
1` pda ´ dbq ¨ k ´ 1
M1pdq
˙`
1`O `pk ´ 1qν2 `∆1νk´1˘˘ .
Proof. Since our statement is asymptotic, we assume that n is sufficiently large in our estimates.
The hypothesis ψk ă 1 implies that m ą log9 n. Throughout the proof, we use the fact that for all
d P Q05 YQ15,
∆pdq ď ∆1 ` 5 and |M1pdq ´ km| ď 5k. (4.1)
In particular,
k∆pdq
M1pdq ď
2∆1
m
“ ν. (4.2)
The following notation and simple inequalities will be useful. Recall that DKpdq “
ś
vPK dv for
K Ă V and let ĂMjpdq “ řKPpVj qDKpdq. Specifically, M1pdq “ ĂM1pdq “ řvPV dv. When the
argument d is clear from the context, we suppress it from the notation. We have
ĂMj ď 1
j
ĂMj´1ĂM1 and ĂMj “ 1
j
ĂMj´1ĂM1ˆ1`Oˆ j∆ĂM1
˙˙
. (4.3)
To see this, simply expand the right-hand side and absorb the monomials which are quadratic in dv
for some v into the error term to obtain
ĂM1ĂMj´1 “
˜ÿ
vPV
dv
¸ ÿ
K1Pp Vj´1q
DK1 “ j
ÿ
KPpVj q
DK `Opj∆q
ÿ
K1Pp Vj´1q
DK1 .
Since two vertices, say a and b, sometimes need to be omitted from the summation, we introduce
ĂMjpd; a, bq “ ÿ
KPpV zta,buj q
DK and ĂMjpd; aq “ ĂMjpd; a, aq.
Note that ĂMjpd; a, bq “ ĂMjpdq˜1`O˜∆ĂMj´1ĂMj
¸¸
“ ĂMjpdq p1`O pνqq . (4.4)
We start by showing that any sequence d1 P Q05 is k-graphical. This follows from Proposition 2.2
by noting that M1pd1q ě km´ 5k and
k∆pd1q1`1{pk´1q
M1pd1q “ O
ˆ
∆21
m
˙
“ Opψkq.
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Therefore, the k-graphicality hypotheses of Lemma 3.2 are satisfied whenever it is applied below.
For brevity, we make the substitution q “ k`1. Let d1 P Q05, so that |M1pd1q´pq`1qm| ď 5pq`1q.
For K P ` V
q`1
˘
and large n, we have
PKpd1q ď 2q!DKpd
1q
M1pd1qq ď 2∆pd
1q
ˆ
q∆pd1q
M1pd1q
˙q
ď 4∆1νq ď 4∆1ν2 “ 16∆
3
1
m2
ď ψk, (4.5)
by Lemma 2.3, definition of DK , (4.2), monotonicity in q, definitions of ∆1, ν and ψk, respectively.
Now consider d P Q04. We derive an upper bound on Bpa, b,dq, which was defined in (3.4). For
K P `V
q
˘
and any distinct a, b R K, PK`apd´ eK`aq ă 12 by (4.5), so
Ya,K,bpdq ď 2PK`apdqPK`bpd´ eK`aq ď 8dadbD
2
Kpq!q2
M
2q
1
,
by Lemma 2.3. From (4.3) with the sequence pd2vqvPV , we obtain the inequality
q!
ÿ
KPpVqq
D2K ď
˜ÿ
vPV
d2v
¸q
ď p∆pdqM1pdqqq.
Applying this to the above bound on Ya,K,bpdq gives
1
da
ÿ
KPpV zta,buq q
Ya,K,bpdq ď 8dbq!
M
2q
1
¨ p∆M1qq ď 8∆ ¨ ∆
qq!
M
q
1
“ O p∆1νqq .
We use Lemma 2.3 and (4.3) once again to obtain
1
da
ÿ
KPpV zta,buq´1 q
Pa`K`bpdq ď 2q!
daM
q
1
ÿ
KPp Vq´1q
dadbDK ď 2∆q
M1
“ Opνq. (4.6)
From (3.4) and the previous two estimates, it follows that Bpa, b,dq “ Op∆1νq`νq. Thus, Bpa, b,dq “
Opνq since the assumption ψk ă 1 implies ∆21 ă m. Using identity (3.3), we get
Rabpdq “ da
db
p1`O pνqq
for d P Q13.
Now we apply (3.5) to obtain a more precise estimate for the probability PA`v. Let d P Q02,
A,B P `V
q
˘
and v P V zA, and let pajqjPrk´1s, pbjqjPrk´1s be the A-consistent ordering of A and B.
The above estimate for the ratio Rab only depends on da and db. Moreover, in the expression for
RB,Apd´ evq in (3.1), any of the sequences d´ ev ´ eb1¨¨¨bj´1aj`1¨¨¨aq is at Λk-distance at most 1 from
d, i.e. in Q13. Hence RB,Apd´ evq “
db1db2 ¨¨¨ dbq
da1da2 ¨¨¨ daq p1`O pqνqq. Thus, by (3.5), the probability satisfies
PA`vpdq “ dv
¨˚
˝ ÿ
BPpV´vq q
DB
DA
p1`O pqνqq‹˛‚
´1
“ DA`vĂMqpd; vq p1`O pqνqq . (4.7)
We next return to Bpa, b,dq introduced in (3.4). For the path probabilities, the bound established
in (4.6) is sufficient. Let S2 “ V zta, bu. Using (4.7), we get that for d P Q11,
1
da
ÿ
KPp S2q´1q
Pa`K`bpd´ ebq “ pdb ´ 1qĂMqpd´ eb; bq
ÿ
KPp S2q´1q
DKpd´ ebq p1`O pqνqq .
Nowÿ
KPp S2q´1q
DKpd´ ebq “ ĂMq´1pd´ eb; a, bq “ ĂMq´1pd´ ebq p1`O pνqq “ qĂMqpd´ ebqĂM1pdq p1`O pνqq ,
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by definition of ĂMq´1, (4.4) and (4.3). Recalling that ĂM1pdq “M1pdq, we have
1
da
ÿ
KPp S2q´1q
Pa`K,bpd´ ebq “ pdb ´ 1qqĂM1pdq p1`O pqνqq “ pdb ´ 1qqM1pdq `Opqν2q.
Thus, Bpa, b,d´ ebq “ pdb´1qqM1pdq `Opqν2 `∆1νqq and the analogous estimate holds for Bpb, a,d´ eaq,
Finally, by (3.3), for d P Q11,
Rabpdq “ da
db
¨ 1´ pdb ´ 1qq{M1pd´ ebq
1´ pda ´ 1qq{M1pd´ eaq
`
1`O `qν2 `∆1νq˘˘
“ da
db
ˆ
1` pda ´ dbq ¨ q
M1pdq
˙`
1`O `qν2 `∆1νq˘˘ .
Having estimated the ratios between probabilities of adjacent degree sequences, we return to the
proof of Theorem 1.3. Let d “ km{n. We aim to show that PDkpn,mqpdq „ Hpdq for d P D`, where
Hpdq “ PBkpn,mqpdq rHpdq and rHpdq “ expˆk ´ 12
ˆ
1´ σ
2pdq
d
˙˙
.
To this end, the estimate for Rabpdq is used in an argument rather similar to that of Lemma 2.1
in [13]. Unfortunately, a technicality specific to k-graphs (more precisely, the fact that the correction
term rHpdq is unbounded in D`) does not allow a black-box application of the existing lemma. For the
remainder of the proof, we only consider degree sequences in D`. The first step is to establish that
whenever d´ ea and d´ eb are elements of D`, then
PDkpn,mqpd´ eaq
PDkpn,mqpd´ ebq
“ eOpδqHpd´ eaq
Hpd´ ebq (4.8)
with
δ “
#
∆3
1
m2
, k “ 3,
k∆2
1
m2
, k ě 4,
where the constant implicit in Opq is independent of d. Observe that ψk ą kmδ, so δ “ op1q. To
simplify the right hand side of (4.8), we use the definition σ2pdq “ 1
n
ř
vPV pdv ´ dq2 with d “ km{n
and observe that
Hpd´ eaq
Hpd´ ebq “
da
´`
n´1
k´1
˘´ db ` 1¯
db
´`
n´1
k´1
˘´ da ` 1¯ exp
ˆ
k ´ 1
2dn
p2da ´ 2dbq
˙
“ da
db
exp
ˆ pk ´ 1qpda ´ dbq
dn
˙˜
1`O
˜
∆1`
n´1
k´1
˘¸¸
“ da
db
ˆ
1` pk ´ 1qpda ´ dbq
dn
`O pδq
˙
(4.9)
for all d P Q11 by (1.2) , where we used exp
`
k´1
dn
pda ´ dbq
˘ “ 1 ` pk´1qpda´dbq
dn
` O
´
∆2
1
m2
¯
(recalling
that ∆1 “ opmq) and ∆1pn´1k´1q “ Opδq; the latter is immediate for k “ 3, whilst if k ą 3 then ∆1{n
3 “
∆1d
3n´3k´3 “ Opp∆21{m2q ¨ p∆21{mqq “ Opδqop1q considering that ψk “ op1q (see (1.6)). Combining
(4.9) with Claim 4.1 and noting that the error from Claim 4.1 satisfies qν2`∆1νq “ Opδq, we conclude
that whenever d´ ea and d´ eb lie in D`,
PDkpn,mqpd´ eaq
PDkpn,mqpd´ ebq
“ Rabpdq “ eOpδqHpd´ eaq
Hpd´ ebq .
Thus we have (4.8).
If d is an integer, let dreg “ pd, d, . . . , dq. Note that, in this case, dreg P D` and, crucially, for any
sequence d P D`, there is a sequence of sequences d “ d1,d2, . . . ,dr “ dreg P D` with r ď km in
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which consecutive sequences are adjacent. By ‘telescoping’ (4.8) and using kmδ ă ψk ă 1, we deduce
that for d P D`,
PDkpn,mqpdq
Hpdq “ c1 p1`O pkmδqq , (4.10)
where c1 “ PDkpn,mqpdregq{Hpdregq. On the other hand, if d is not an integer, then we reach a similar
conclusion by defining dreg to be an appropriate sequence in ttdu, tdu` 1un.
In determining c1 asymptotically, the key ingredient is that the correction term rHpdq is concentrated
around 1 in both Bkpn,mq and Dkpn,mq. For later use, we isolate the following claim, which essentially
implies Theorem 1.3. (Note: we write Opn´ωq rather than n´ω which would exclude the possibility
that the error term is 0.) Recall that d “ km{n and that ∆˚ is an upper bound on ∆pdq for a sequence
d with average d, by assumption of Theorem 1.3. It follows that d ď ∆˚.
Claim 4.2. Let
W “  d P D` : ˇˇσ2pdq ´ dˇˇ ď dξ( ,
where
ξ “ k log
2 n?
n
`
d
k3 log5 n
nd
.
Then PDkpn,mqpWq “ 1´O pn´ωq and PBkpn,mqpWq “ 1´O pn´ωq. Moreover, uniformly for d PW,
PDkpn,mqpdq “ PBkpn,mqpdq
´
1` O
´a
ψk
¯¯
. (4.11)
Proof of Claim 4.2. Recall that for d P D` we have M1pdq “ km and ∆pdq ď ∆1 “ 2∆˚ ` log3 n. To
prove the claim, we first estimate the probability of D` in Dkpn,mq by applying Lemma 2.5(i) with
α “ ∆˚ log3 n ą d log3 n. By definition of ∆1, we have that ∆1 ´∆˚ “ ∆˚ ` log3 n ą
a
∆˚ log3 n, so
∆1 ě ∆˚ `
a
∆˚ log3 n ě d`
a
∆˚ log3 n. Thus, for d P Ω and v P V ,
PDkpn,mqpdv ą ∆1q ď PDkpn,mq
`
dv ą d`
b
∆˚ log3 n
˘ “ Opn´ωq
by Lemma 2.5(i) (and noting ∆˚ Ñ 8). The union bound, applied to each v P V , now gives
PDkpn,mqpD`q “ 1´O pn´ωq.
Next, if d is chosen according to Dkpn,mq then σ2pdq “ dp1 ˘ ξq with probability 1 ´ O pn´ωq
by Lemma 2.5(ii) with β “ ?logn. By definition of W and the union bound, we have
PDkpn,mqpWq “ 1´O
`
n´ω
˘
.
The same argument shows that PBkpn,mqpWq “ 1´O pn´ωq.
It is immediate that for d PW, rHpdq “ eOpkξq. Since kξ ă ?ψk ă 1 for large n,ÿ
dPW
Hpdq “ p1`O pkξqq
ÿ
dPW
PBkpn,mqpdq “ 1´Opn´ω ` kξq. (4.12)
Summing both sides of (4.10) over W and using the above estimates, we get
PDkpn,mqpWq “
ÿ
dPW
PDkpn,mqpdq “ c1 p1`O pkmδqq
ÿ
dPW
Hpdq “ c1 p1`O pkmδ ` kξqq .
From this estimate and PDkpn,mqpWq “ 1 ´O pn´ωq, we deduce that c1 “ 1` O pkmδ ` kξ ` n´ωq “
1`O `?ψk˘, where the last inequality holds by definition of ψk. Hence, (4.10) implies that for d P D`,
PDkpn,mqpdq “ PBkpn,mqpdq rHpdq´1`O ´aψk¯¯ . (4.13)
In particular, for d P W Ă D`, rHpdq “ eop?ψkq, which implies (4.11) and completes the proof of the
claim.
The theorem follows from (4.13) considering the definition of rHpdq.
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5 Operators
Motivated by the recursive relations from Section 3, we define operators P ,R and Y. The functions
P,R and Y are invariant under P ,R, Y in a sense which is formalised later.
Recall that V “ rns, and define Vp “ tpK, aq : K P
`
V
k´1
˘
, a P V zKu, as well as Vy “ tpa,K, bq :
K P ` V
k´1
˘
, a, b P V zK, a ‰ bu. Let p : Vp ˆ Zn` Ñ R, r : V 2 ˆ Zn` Ñ R and y : Vy ˆ Zn` Ñ R. We
write pA,vpdq for ppA, v,dq, rabpdq for rpa, b,dq and ya,K,bpdq for ypa,K, b,dq.
For A,B P ` V
k´1
˘
, define
rB,Apdq “
k´1ź
j“1
rbjaj pd´ eb1b2¨¨¨bj´1aj`1¨¨¨ak´1q,
with respect to the A-consistent ordering of A and B.
The operators P , R and Y are defined as follows. The arguments of the operator P are functions
p and r as above, and its output Ppp, rq is a function Vp ˆ Zn` Ñ R. Let d P Zn`. For pA, vq P Vp, let
Ppp, rqpA, v,dq “ dv
˜ ÿ
BPpV ztvuk´1 q
rB,Apd´ evq1 ´ pB,vpd´ eB,vq
1 ´ pA,vpd´ eA,vq
¸´1
. (5.1)
Similarly, Ypp,yq is a function Vy ˆ Zn` Ñ R. For pa,K, bq P Vy, we define
Ypp,yqpa,K, b,dq “ pa,Kpdq
1´ pa,Kpd´ ea,Kq ppb,Kpd´ ea,Kq ´ ya,K,bpd´ ea,Kqq . (5.2)
Let d1 P Zn` and i ‰ j P V . We set Zpppqpi, i,d1q “ Zypyqpi, i,d1q “ 0,
Zpppqpi, j,d1q “ 1
d
ÿ
KPpV zti,juk´2 q
pi`K,jpd1q and Zypyqpi, j,d1q “ 1
d
ÿ
KPpV zti,juk´1 q
yi,K,jpd1q, (5.3)
Let d “ 1
n
ř
vPV dv and a, b P V . The ratio operator is then defined as
Rpp,yqpa, b,dq “ da ´ d pZpppqpa, b,d´ ebq `Zypyqpa, b,d ´ ebqq
db ´ d pZpppqpb, a,d´ eaq `Zypyqpb, a,d´ eaqq , (5.4)
provided that the denominator in the above formula is non-zero. Finally, we introduce the compositional
operator
Cpp,yq “ pPpp,Rpp,yqq,YpPpp,Rpp,yqq,yqq .
The crucial properties of C are that pP, Y q is a fixed point of C whenever the hypotheses of Lemma 3.2
are satisfied (we prove a precise statement in the next section); and that C is contractive, in a sense we
are about to formalise.
For an integer r denote by Q0rpdq (or Q1rpdq) the set of sequences d1 in Zn` that have Λk- distance
at most r from d and satisfy M1pdq ” 0 pmod kq (or M1pdq ” 1 pmod kq respectively). We use 1 ˘ ξ
to denote a quantity between 1´ ξ and 1` ξ inclusively.
We introduce more notation to avoid some quantifiers. Let f : W ˆ Zn` Ñ R be a function, where
W is some set. As above, we abbreviate fpx,dq “ fxpdq for x PW . For any d in Zn`, we introduce the
‘projection’
f p˝dq :W Ñ R (5.5)
x ÞÑ fxpdq. (5.6)
This specifies for instance p p˝dq and Rpp,yq p˝dq. An (in)equality involving f p˝dq means that the
(in)equality holds for all x PW . For instance, f p˝dq “ p1˘ ξqf 1˝pdq if fxpdq “ p1˘ ξqf 1xpdq for all x PW .
The following lemma is an intermediate step in showing the contractiveness of C.
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Lemma 5.1. Let n and k ě 3 be integers, α “ k´1
n´1 “ op1q and d “ dpnq P Zn` with d “ 1n
ř
vPV dv
and dv “ d
`
1˘ 1
2
˘
for all v P V . Let 0 ă ξ1, ξ ď 10, and write µ “ d
`
n´1
k´1
˘´1
. Let p,p1 : VpˆZn` Ñ R,
y,y1 : VyˆZn` Ñ R and r, r1 : V 2ˆZn` Ñ R be functions such that for all d1 P Q01pdq, p p˝d1q,p1 p˝d1q ď
10µ ă 1
4
, y p˝d1q,y1pdq˝ď 10µ2 and
p p˝d1q “ p1 p˝d1qp1˘ ξ1q and y p˝d1q “ y1 p˝d1qp1 ˘ ξq.
The following estimates hold uniformly.
paq If dn ” 1 pmod kq, then Rpp,yq p˝dq “ Rpp1,y1q p˝dq p1`O pµξ ` αξ1qq.
pbq If dn ” 0 pmod kq and r p˝d1q “ r1 p˝d1qp1 ˘ pµ` αqξq for all d1 P Q11pdq with pµ` αqkξ ă 1, then
Ppp, rq p˝dq “ Ppp1, r1q p˝dq p1`O ppµ` αqkξ ` µξ1qq .
pcq If dn ” 0 pmod kq, then Ypp,yq p˝dq “ Ypp1,y1q p˝dq p1`O pξ1 ` µξqq .
Proof. The assumptions on p and y and (5.3) imply that for a, b P V ,
Zppp; a, b,d´ ebq ď 1
µ
`
n´1
k´1
˘ ¨ ˆn´ 2
k ´ 2
˙
¨ 10µ “ 10α “ op1q and
Zypy; a, b,d´ ebq ď 1
µ
`
n´1
k´1
˘ ¨ ˆn´ 2
k ´ 1
˙
¨ 10µ2 ă 10µ ă 1
4
.
The same estimates hold for p1 and y1. Since d
da
ă 2, (5.4) implies that the absolute errors in Zp and
Zy give rise to a relative error in Rab of the same order of magnitude, and part (a) follows upon taking
account of the multiplicative factors Opαq and Opµq.
For (b), the hypothesis on r implies that rB,Apd1q “ r1B,Apd1q p1`O pkpµ` αqξqq for allA,B P
`
V
k´1
˘
and d1 P Q11pdq. Since p p˝d1q ď 10µ ď 14 for d1 P Q01pdq, the equation for Ppp, rq follows from (5.1).
Part (c) follows immediately from (5.2) using a similar argument.
Fix Ωp0q Ď Zn` for the following definitions. For s ě 1, let Ωpsq denote the set of all d P Ωp0q withř
vPV dv ” 0 pmod kq for which Q0spdq Ď Ωp0q.
Corollary 5.2. Let kpµ ` αq ă c for c sufficiently small. Fix Ωp0q Ď Zn`, s P Z` and ξ ă 1.
Let p p˝dq,p1 p˝dq ď 10µ and y p˝dq,y1 p˝dq ď 10µ2 for d P Ωpsq. If pp,yq p˝dq “ pp1,y1q p˝dqp1 ˘ ξq for
d P Ωpsq, then Cpp,yq p˝dq “ Cpp1,y1q p˝dqp1 ˘ e´1ξq for d P Ωps` 3q.
Proof. Let d P Ωps ` 2q, d1 P Q11pdq and d2 P Q01pd1q Ă Ωpsq. We have p p˝d2q “ p1 p˝d2qp1 ˘ ξq and
y p˝d2q “ y1 p˝d2qp1 ˘ ξq, so Lemma 5.1(a) implies
Rpp,yq p˝d1q “ Rpp1,y1q p˝d1q p1`O ppµ` αqξqq .
Furthermore, applying Lemma 5.1(b) with r “ Rpp,yq, r1 “ Rpp1,y1q, ξ replaced by Cξ for a suitable
constant C and c ă 1{C gives
Ppp,Rpp,yqq p˝dq “ Ppp1,Rpp1,y1qq p˝dq p1`O ppµ` αqkξqq .
Now, Lemma 5.1(c) with ξ1 “ Oppµ` αqkξq implies
YpPpp,Rpp,yqq,yq˝pdq “ YpPpp1,Rpp1,y1qq,y1q p˝dq p1`O ppµ` αqkξqq
for d P Ωps`3q. Taking c sufficiently small so that the error term is at most e´1ξ, we get Cpp,yq p˝dq “
Cpp1,y1q p˝dqp1 ˘ e´1ξq .
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6 Dense hypergraphs
We start by proving approximations to the ratios Rabpdq, as well as to the edge and path probabilities
in a random k-graph with degree sequence d. The crucial property of our approximation formulae is
that they are ‘close to invariant’ under the operator C from Section 5. These formulae were initially
generated by starting with a crude approximation pKpdq “ µ, applying the operator C repeatedly j
times, and observing the pattern in the terms remaining when those of size Opµjq were dropped. In
this section, it is convenient to write expressions in terms of q “ k ´ 1 and to let α “ k´1
n´1 “ qn´1 .
Recall that the average of a sequence d is d “ 1
n
ř
vPV dv and its spread is maxvPV |dv ´ d|.
Lemma 6.1. There exists a positive constant c ă 1 such that the following holds. Let n and q “
k´ 1 ě 2 be integers, ε, d0 P R, α “ qn´1 and µ0 “ d0
`
n´1
q
˘´1
, noting that all these parameters may be
functions of n. Assume that qpµ0 ` αq ă c, εq ă c1{3, d0 ą log3 n, ε2d0 ą 1 and d0n ” 1 pmod q ` 1q.
If d0 “ pdvqvPV is a sequence with average d0 and spread at most εd0, then uniformly
Rabpd0q “
da
´`
n´1
q
˘´ db¯
db
´`
n´1
q
˘´ da¯
ˆ
1` pda ´ dbqq
d0p1 ´ µ0qpn´ 1´ qq
˙
p1`O pζqq (6.1)
for a, b P V , with
ζ “
#
µ0ε
3 ` αε2 ` α2ε` α3, q “ 2
q2 pµ0 ` αq ε2, q ě 3.
(6.2)
Note that the hypotheses imply ζ ă c for large n. Before proving the lemma, we state some simple
identities used therein to aid readability.
Claim 6.2. Let q, n P Z`, ε P R, α “ qn´1 and a, b P V . For v P V , let εv P r´ε, εs and assume thatř
vPV εv “ 0. Given K Ă V , let εK “
ř
vPK εv. For an arbitrary coefficient c,ˆ
n´ 1
q
˙´1 ÿ
KPpV ztauq q
pc` εKq “ c´ αεa,
ˆ
n´ 1
q
˙´1 ÿ
KPpV zta,buq q
pc` εKq “ p1´ αqc´ pεa ` εbq ¨ αp1 ´ αq
1´ pn´ 1q´1 ,ˆ
n´ 1
q
˙´1 ÿ
KPpV zta,buq´1 q
pc` εKq “ αc´ pεa ` εbq ¨ αpα ´ pn´ 1q
´1q
1´ pn´ 1q´1 .
Moreover, for c00, c01, c02, c11 P R,ˆ
n´ 1
2
˙´1 ÿ
tu,vuPpV zta,bu2 q
c00 ` c01pεu ` εvq ` c02pε2u ` ε2vq ` c11εuεv
“p1 ´ αqc00 ´ αc01pεa ` εbq ` α
ÿ
vPV
ε2v ` pc01 ` c02 ` c11qOpεα2 ` ε2αq.
The proof is omitted because the identities follow from simple algebraic manipulations — for in-
stance, for the first equation, note that each vertex v ‰ a appears in `n´2
q´1
˘
of the summands and use
the hypothesis that
ÿ
vPV
εv “ 0.
Proof of Lemma 6.1. We will approximate the functions P , R and Y defined in Section 3. For a vertex
v and sequence d P Zn` with average d, we define µ “ µpdq “ d
`
n´1
q
˘´1
and εv “ pdv ´ dq{d. Note thatÿ
vPV
εv “ 0
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by definition. As before, let εK “
ř
vPK εv for K Ă V . For q ě 3, a, b P V , K P
`
V
q`1
˘
and J P `V zta,bu
q
˘
,
set
P˚Kpdq “ µ
ˆ
1` εK
1´ α
˙
,
R˚abpdq “
p1´ µqp1 ´ αq ` εa
p1 ´ µqp1´ αq ` εb , (6.3)
Y ˚a,J,bpdq “ µ2
ˆ
1` εa ` εb ` 2εJ
1´ α
˙
.
These will turn out to approximate P,R, Y sufficiently well when q ě 3. For q “ 2 (corresponding
to 3-uniform hypergraphs), we need more precise approximation formulae. As usual, the dependence
on q is suppressed in the notation. For distinct vertices a, b, v, u in V , define
P˚auvpdq “ µ
ˆ
1` εa
1´ α
˙ˆ
1` εu
1´ α
˙ˆ
1` εv
1´ α
˙ˆ
1´ µpεaεu ` εuεv ` εvεaq
1´ µ
˙
,
R˚abpdq “
p1´ µqp1´ αq ` εa ´ µpεa ` εbq
p1 ´ µqp1´ αq ` εb ´ µpεa ` εbq , (6.4)
Y ˚auvbpdq “ µ2
´
1´ 2p1´ µqd´1 ` p1` αqpεa ` εb ` 2εu ` 2εvq ` εaεb ` ε2u ` ε2v
¯
` µ
2p2 ´ 3µq
1´ 3µ
´
εaεu ` εaεv ` εbεu ` εbεv ` 2εuεv ` ε2u ` ε2v
¯
.
We next informally outline the argument we give below that the functions approximate P,R and Y .
Given q, ε and d0 as in the statement, let D0 be the set of sequences with average d0 and spread at
most εd0. We start by showing that C
t0pP˚, Y ˚q is close to pP˚, Y ˚q in a neighbourhood of D0, where
t0 “ 2 logpnd0q. Secondly, from the recursive relations in Section 3, we deduce that pP, Y q, restricted
to D0, is a fixed point of C. Finally, we use the contraction property of C as expressed in Corollary 5.2
to show that Ct0pP˚, Y ˚q and Ct0pP, Y q are at distance roughly e´t0 in the relevant metric. Lemma 6.1
then follows from these three statements and the triangle inequality. The computations below split
into two cases depending on q since we need more precise estimates for P˚, Y ˚ and CpP˚, Y ˚q when
q “ 2.
Let Ωp0q be the set of sequences d P Zn` that are at Λk-distance at most 3t0 ` 3 “ 6 logpnd0q ` 3
from a sequence in D0. As in Corollary 5.2, for s ě 1, let Ωpsq denote the set of all d P Ωp0q withř
vPV dv ” 0 pmod q ` 1q for which Q0spdq Ď Ωp0q. In particular, Ωp3t0 ` 3q contains D0.
We remark that any d P Ωp0q still has spread at most 2εd0 for n large enough. Namely, denoting
the average of d by d „ d0 and using the hypotheses d0 ą log3 n and ε2d0 ą 1, we have logn{d0 ă
d
´2{3
0 ă ε4{3 and thus ˇˇˇˇ
dv
d
´ 1
ˇˇˇˇ
ď ε`O
ˆ
logpnd0q
d0
˙
“ p1` op1qqε
for all v P V .
The following lemma states that the functions P˚, R˚, Y ˚ on Ωp0q are approximate invariants of the
operators. No divisibility or graphicality assumptions are required since this is an analytic statement.
Claim 6.3. Under the assumptions of the present lemma, for q ě 2 and d P Ωp0q, we have uniformly
(a) RpP˚, Y ˚q p˝dq “ R˚ p˝dq p1`O pζqq,
(b) PpP˚, R˚q p˝dq “ P˚ p˝dqp1`Opϑqq and
(c) YpP˚, Y ˚q p˝dq “ Y ˚ p˝dq p1`O pϑqq,
where
ϑ “
#
ε3 ` αε2 ` α2ε` α3, q “ 2
q2ε2, q ě 3.
Consequently, CpP˚, Y ˚q p˝dq “ pP˚, Y ˚q p˝dq p1`O pϑqq uniformly for all d P Ωp3q.
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Proof of Claim 6.3. We start by establishing how small changes in the sequence d affect the function
P˚˝ pdq. Since the average of the individual components of any sequence in Ωp0q is asymptotically
equal to d0, we will be systematically replacing the error term O
`
d´1
˘
by O
`
d´10
˘
. Moreover, the
assumptions of the lemma imply that when c is sufficiently small, we have ϑ ă c2{3 and, as noted
above, ζ ă c. Consider a sequence d P Ωp0q and d1 “ d ´ eJ , where J Ă V with |J | “ q ` 1. Let
d and d1 be the average of d and d1, respectively. For any vertex u, let µ1 and ε1u be the parameters
corresponding to µ and εu with respect to the sequence d
1. This will be the convention throughout the
proof. We have d1 “ d´ q`1
n
“ d p1`O pα{d0qq and hence
µ1 “ µ
ˆ
1`O
ˆ
α
d0
˙˙
and ε1u “ εu `O
ˆ
α
d0
˙
for u R J (6.5)
Moreover, for any u P J ,
ε1u “
du ´ 1
d
´
1`O
´
q
d0n
¯¯ ´ 1 “ ˆεu ´ 1
d
˙
`O
ˆ
q
d0n
˙
“ εu `O
ˆ
1
d0
˙
. (6.6)
Now we split the calculation into two cases.
Case 1: q ě 3. Recall the definitions of the functions P˚, R˚, Y ˚ in (6.3), and that we write
εK “
ř
uPK εu. It follows that, for d
1 “ d´ eJ ,
P˚J pd1q “ µ1
ˆ
1` ε
1
J
1´ α
˙
“ µ
ˆ
1` 1
1´ α
ˆ
εJ ´ q ` 1
d
˙
`O
ˆ
q2
d0n
˙˙
(6.7)
“ µ
ˆ
1` εJ
1´ α
˙ˆ
1`O
ˆ
q
d0
˙˙
.
Thus P˚J pd1q “ P˚J pdq
´
1`O
´
q
d0
¯¯
, which absorbs fluctuations due to perturbations of the degree
sequence into the error term. Even though d0ε
2 ą 1 is assumed in the lemma, we often keep error terms
involving 1{d0 to facilitate identifying the source of the error, namely, from perturbing few entries of
the degree sequence d. On the other hand, Opε2q terms will arise from Taylor expansions.
To show (a), observe that R˚aapdq “ 1 by definition (6.3). Let a, b P V with a ‰ b and d1 “ d´ eb.
We compute Zy and Zp to the accuracy which is required for the ratio approximation. By definition
of Zy in (5.3), definition of Y
˚ in (6.3), and using (6.5) and (6.6),
ZypY ˚; a, b,d1q “ 1
µ1
`
n´1
q
˘ ÿ
KPpV zta,buq q
Y ˚a,K,bpd1q
“ 1
µ
`
n´1
q
˘ ÿ
KPpV zta,buq q
µ2
ˆ
1` εa ` εb ` 2εK
1´ α
˙ˆ
1`O
ˆ
1
d0
˙˙
,
where the error term is due to ε1b “ εb ` Op1{d0q and ε1K “ εKp1 ` Opq{pdnqqq. To estimate the sum,
we apply Claim 6.2. It follows that
ZypY ˚; a, b,d1q “ µ pp1´ α` εa ` εbq ´ 2pεa ` εbqβ1pα, nqq
ˆ
1`O
ˆ
1
d0
˙˙
with β1pα, nq ď 2α. Now we estimate Zp. Note that now K is a pq ´ 1q-tuple. Similar to the above,
for a function β2pα, nq ď 2α, we have
ZppP˚; a, b,d1q “ 1
µ1
`
n´1
q
˘ ÿ
KPpV zta,buq´1 q
P˚a`K,bpd1q
“ 1`
n´1
q
˘ ÿ
KPpV zta,buq´1 q
ˆ
1` εa ` εb
1´ α `
εK
1´ α
˙ˆ
1`O
ˆ
1
d0
˙˙
“ α
ˆ
1` εa ` εb
1´ α ´ pεa ` εbqβ2pα, nq
˙ˆ
1`O
ˆ
1
d0
˙˙
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using Claim 6.2. It follows that there is a function β “ βpα, nq “ Opµ ` αq independent of a and b
such that
ZppP˚; a, b,d´ ebq `ZypY ˚; a, b,d´ ebq “ pµ` α´ µα` pεa ` εbqβq
`
1`O `d´10 ˘˘ , (6.8)
and the same estimate holds for ZppP˚; b, a,d´ eaq `ZypY ˚; b, a,d´ eaq in the denominator in the
definition of R (5.4). Therefore,
RpP˚, Y ˚qabpdq “ 1` εa ´ µ´ α` µα´ pεa ` εbqβ
1 ` εb ´ µ´ α` µα´ pεa ` εbqβ
ˆ
1`O
ˆ
µ` α
d0
˙˙
.
At this point, we have a non-trivial cancellation — discarding the term pεa ` εbqβ only incurs a
relative error of Opεpεa ` εbqβq. Since this fact will be used again, we include the computation. We
have
p1´ µqp1 ´ αq ` εa ` pεa ` εbqβ
p1 ´ µqp1´ αq ` εb ` pεa ` εbqβ ¨
p1 ´ µqp1´ αq ` εb
p1´ µqp1 ´ αq ` εa “ 1`
pεa ´ εbqpεa ` εbqβ
p1 `Opµ` αqq “ 1`Opε
2βq. (6.9)
Recalling that ε2 ą d´10 and ζ “ q2pα` µ0qε2, we conclude that
RpP˚, Y ˚qabpdq “ p1´ µqp1´ αq ` εap1´ µqp1 ´ αq ` εb
ˆ
1`O
ˆ
ε2β ` pµ0 ` αq ¨ 1
d0
˙˙
“ R˚abpdq p1`O pζqq ,
completing the first part of the claim.
To show (b), we turn to estimating PpP˚, R˚qA,vpdq according to the definition in (5.1). Let ν “
p1´µq´1p1´αq´1 to avoid too many double fractions. Let K “ A`v with A “ ta1, a2, . . . , aqu indexed
in increasing order. Fix a set B and its A-consistent ordering pb1, b2, . . . , bqq. We start by estimating
R˚B,Apd´evq. For d1 “ d´eb1b2¨¨¨bj´1aj`1¨¨¨aqv, we have µ1 “ µ
´
1`O
´
q
d0n
¯¯
and ε1bj “ εbj `O
´
q
d0n
¯
(since dbj “ d1bj ), so
R˚bjaj pd´eb1b2¨¨¨bj´1aj`1¨¨¨aqvq “
p1´ µqp1´ αq ` εbj `O
´
q
d0n
¯
p1´ µqp1 ´ αq ` εaj `O
´
q
d0n
¯ “ 1` νεbj
1` νεaj
ˆ
1`O
ˆ
q
d0n
˙˙
. (6.10)
Therefore, using (6.7) and linearising in ε-terms, we get
1´ P˚B,vpd´ eB,vq
1´ P˚A,vpd´ eA,vq
¨R˚B,Apd´ evq
“ 1´ µ´ µp1´ µqνpεB ` εvq
1´ µ´ µp1´ µqνpεA ` εvq ¨
ˆ
1`O
ˆ
µ0q
d0
˙˙ qź
j“1
1` νεbj
1` νεaj
ˆ
1`O
ˆ
q
d0n
˙˙
“ 1´ µνεB
1´ µνεA ¨
1` νεB
1` νεA
`
1`O `q2ε2˘˘
“ 1` p1´ µqνεB
1` p1 ´ µqνεA
`
1`O `q2ε2˘˘ ,
where the error term Opq2ε2q comes from linearising the product, and recalling that ε2 ą d´10 . Summing
over B as before, we getˆ
n´ 1
q
˙´1 ÿ
BPpV ztvuq q
1´ P˚Bpd´ eB,vq
1´ P˚Apd´ eA,vq
¨R˚B,Apd´ evq “
1`Opq2ε2q
1` p1 ´ µqνεA ¨ p1´ αp1 ´ µqνεvq .
Finally,
PpP˚, R˚qA,vpdq “ µp1` εvq ¨ 1` p1´ µqνεA
1´ αp1´ µqνεv
`
1`O `q2ε2˘˘ .
The coefficient of εv in the Taylor expansion is 1`αp1´µqν “ 1` α1´α “ 11´α . ThereforePpP˚, R˚qA,vpdq “
µ
´
1` εA`εv
1´α
¯ `
1`O `q2ε2˘˘ , which establishes (b).
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To estimate YpP˚, Y ˚q, we use (5.2) and, once again, (6.7) to obtain
YpP˚, Y ˚qa,K,bpdq “ µ2 ¨
1` εa`εK
1´α
1´ µ´ µpεa`εKq
1´α
ˆ
1` εb ` εK
1´ α ´ µ´
µpεa ` εb ` 2εKq
1´ α
˙ˆ
1`O
ˆ
q
d0
˙˙
.
Each of the variables εa, εb and εK has Taylor coefficient
µ2
1´α , and hence
YpP˚, Y ˚qa,K,bpdq “ µ2
ˆ
1` εa ` εb ` εK
1´ α
˙`
1`O `q2ε2˘˘ .
This completes the proof of (c).
To justify the final statement on the operator C, we need to combine the above estimates. Let
d P Ωp3q. For P , we have
PpP˚,RpP˚, Y ˚qq p˝dq “ PpP˚, R˚q p˝dq `1`O `ε2˘˘ “ P˚˝ pdq `1`O `q2ε2˘˘ ,
where the first equation follows from Lemma 5.1 (b) and RpP˚, Y ˚qq p˝d1q “ R˚˝ pd1q
`
1`O `ε2˘˘q for
d1 P Q11pd1q. Similarly, using Lemma 5.1 (c),
YpPpP˚,RpP˚, Y ˚qq, Y ˚q p˝dq “ YpP˚, Y ˚q p˝dq `1`O `q2ε2˘˘ “ Y ˚ p˝dq `1`O `q2ε2˘˘ .
By definition of C, these two estimates give
CpP˚, Y ˚q p˝dq “ pP˚, Y ˚q p˝dq p1`O pϑqq ,
as required.
Case 2. If q “ 2, the functions P˚, R˚, Y ˚ are defined in (6.4). We follow the same outline for the
computations. As before, let d P Ωp0q. We start by comparing P˚pdq with P˚pd1q for a ‘perturbed’
degree sequence d1 “ d ´ eK , where K Ă V with |K| ď 10. For x P K, we have ε1x “ εx ´ 1d `
O p1{pd0nqq, but those perturbations are only significant in terms which are linear in ε. Moreover,
using (6.5), the error in replacing µ1 and ε1x by µ and εx for x R K is negligible. Hence
P˚auvpd´ eKq “ µ
ˆ
1´ xeK , eauvy
d
˙ˆ
1` εa
1´ α
˙ˆ
1` εu
1´ α
˙ˆ
1` εv
1´ α
˙
ˆ
ˆ
1´ µpεaεu ` εuεv ` εvεaq
1´ µ
˙ˆ
1`O
ˆ
α` ε
d0
˙˙
“ P˚auvpdq
ˆ
1´ xeK , eauvy
d
˙
p1`O pϑqq , (6.11)
since each vertex in K X ta, u, vu contributes a factor of p1´ 1{d`Oppα ` εq{d0qq.
Similarly, in Y ˚auvbpd´ eKq, the significant contributions correspond to the vertices in K X ta, u, vu
and K X tu, v, bu, so
Y ˚auvbpd´ eKq “µ2
ˆ
1´ 2´ 2µ
d
` p1` αq
ˆ
εa ` εb ` 2εu ` 2εv ´ xeK , eauv ` euvby
d
˙
` εaεb ` ε2u ` ε2v
˙
` µ
2p2´ 3µq
1´ 3µ
`
εaεu ` εaεv ` εbεu ` εbεv ` 2εuεv ` ε2u ` ε2v
˘ˆ
1`O
ˆ
α` ε
d0
˙˙
.
(6.12)
For (a), observe that R˚aapdq “ 1 by definition (5.4). Let a, b P V with a ‰ b and d1 “ d ´ eb.
The computation of Rabpdq is simplified by exploiting the symmetry between a and b in the operator
definition. By definition of Zp, using (6.11) and Claim 6.2, we have
ZppP˚; a, b,d1q “ 1
µ
`
n´1
2
˘ ÿ
uPV zta,bu
P˚aubpd1q “
1`
n´1
2
˘ ÿ
uPV zta,bu
ˆ
1` εa ` εu ` εb
1´ α
˙ˆ
1`O
ˆ
ε2 ` 1
d0
˙˙
“ αp1` c1pεa, εbq `Opε2qq,
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where c1pεa, εbq “ Opεq is symmetric in a and b. Similarly, using (6.12) and Claim 6.2,
ZypY ˚; a, b,d1q “ 1
µ
`
n´1
2
˘ ÿ
tu,vuPpV zta,bu2 q
Y ˚auvbpd1q
“ µp1 ´ α` εa ` εb ` c2pεa, εbq `Opα2ε` α3 ` ε3qq,
where c2pεa, εbq “ Opαε ` ε2q is symmetric in a and b (since Y ˚auvbpd1q is also symmetric up to Opε3q
terms).
Now we are ready to compute RpP˚, Y ˚qabpdq. By definition of R and the above computations, we
have
RpP˚, Y ˚qabpdq “ 1` εa ´ α´ µp1´ αq ´ µpεa ` εbq ´ αc1 ´ µc2
1 ` εb ´ α´ µp1´ αq ´ µpεa ` εbq ´ αc1 ´ µc2 p1`O pζqq .
Using (6.9) to eliminate c1 and c2, we conclude that
RpP˚, Y ˚qabpdq “ 1` εa ´ α´ µp1´ α` εa ` εbq
1` εb ´ α´ µp1 ´ α` εa ` εbq p1`O pζ ` αεc1 ` µεc2qq “ R
˚
abpdq p1`O ppζqq ,
completing part (a) for q “ 2.
To show (b), we will compute PpP˚, R˚qauvpdq according to the formula (5.1). Recall that, as
in Case 1, we can replace the relevant approximations R˚ and P˚ by the corresponding quantities
evaluated at d using (6.10) and (6.11). Therefore, we have
PpP˚, R˚qauvpdq “ dv
˜ ÿ
bwPX
Kbw
¸´1ˆ
1`O
ˆ
1
d0n
` ε3
˙˙
, (6.13)
where X “ tb, w P V ztvu : b ă wu and
Kbw “ R˚bapdqR˚wupdq
1 ´ P˚bwvpdq
`
1´ 3d´1˘
1´ Pa˚uvpdq p1´ 3d´1q
(6.14)
is a rational function in εb and εw. Expanding about εb and εw, one can see that Kbw “ κ0 ` εb `
εw` κ1pεb` εwq`Opε3q for some functions κ0 and κ1 which are independent of εb and εw and satisfy
κ1 “ Opα ` εq. The coefficient of εb can be computed using computer algebra, or by inspection –
the only significant terms are p1 ´ µqεb coming from R˚bapdq and µεb coming from P˚bwvpdq. Similarly,
κ0 “ 1p1`εaqp1`εuq ` pεaεu ` εuεv ` εvεaq ¨
µ
1´µ ´ αpεa ` εuq ` Opϑq, with the first term coming from
R˚bapdqR˚wupdq. Summing over b and w, and using
ř
bPV εb “ 0, we getÿ
bwPX
Kbw “ κ0 ´ αεv `Opα2ε` αε2 ` ε3q
“ 1p1` εaqp1` εuq ` pεaεu ` εuεv ` εvεaq ¨
µ
1´ µ ´ αpεa ` εuq ´ αεv `Opϑq.
Now we can check that the right-hand side of (6.13) coincides with P˚auvpdq given in (6.4) up to
Opϑq. View both expressions as rational functions in εa, εu and εv. Now, the coefficient of εa, εu and
εv in both expressions is µp1` αq `Opα2q. Moreover, the coefficient of εaεu is ´µ1´µ `Opαq. It follows
that PpP˚, R˚qauvpdq “ P˚auvpdq p1`O pϑqq, as required for (b).
For (c), by definition of Y (5.2) and approximations (6.11) and (6.12),
YpP˚, Y ˚qauvbpdq “ P
˚
auvpdq
1´ Pa˚uvpdq
`
1´ 3
d
˘ ˆP˚buvpdqˆ1´ 2d
˙
´ Y ˚auvbpdq
ˆ
1´ 5
d
˙˙
p1`O pϑqq .
One can check that up to the desired accuracy, the right-hand side agrees with Y ˚auvbpdq. To assist with
this, since the negligible terms ε3, αε2, α2ε and α3 have total degree 3 in α and ε, we may introduce a
size variable y, substitute α :“ α ˚ y, ε :“ ε ˚ y, d :“ d{y2 and discard all Opy3q-terms. This completes
the proof of (c).
As in Case 1, the statement for C follows from the estimates above and Lemma 5.1. This finishes
the proof of Claim 6.3.
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The remainder of the proof of Lemma 6.1 is unified, i.e. it holds for q ě 2 satisfying the hy-
potheses of the present lemma. We have just shown that CpP˚, Y ˚q p˝dq “ pP˚, Y ˚q p˝dqp1 ˘ C1ϑq
for an absolute constant C1 and d P Ωp3q. Next, we claim that for d P Ωp3t0q, Cpt0qpP˚, Y ˚q p˝dq “
pP˚, Y ˚q p˝dq p1`O pC1ϑqq.
To see this, note that iterating Corollary 5.2 gives CjpP˚, Y ˚q p˝dq “ Cj´1pP˚, Y ˚q `1˘ e´jC1ϑ˘
for d P Ωp3jq. Recall that Ωp3t0q Ă Ωpjq for j ď 3t0. Therefore, if d P Ωp3t0q, the previous inequality
implies that
Cpt0qpP˚, Y ˚q p˝dq “ pP˚, Y ˚q p˝dq
˜
1˘
˜ 8ÿ
j“0
e´j
¸
C1ϑ
¸
“ pP˚, Y ˚q p˝dq p1`O pϑqq . (6.15)
The invariance of pP, Y q under C follows from Lemma 3.2, but we need to check that the k-
graphicality conditions of the lemma are satisfied. As usual, all the inequalities hold for n suf-
ficiently large. We established that any d P Ωp0q has spread at most εd0 “ opd{qq, so Proposi-
tion 2.2 (i) implies that N pdq ą 0 provided řvPV dv ” 0 pmod q ` 1q. Now consider any K P ` Vq`1˘
and d P Ωp3q. Lemma 2.3, together with µ ă c{q and dv ď dp1 ` op1{qqq implies that for K P
`
V
q`1
˘
and a P V ,
PKpdq ď 2q!pmpq ` 1qqq ¨
ź
vPK
dv ď 3q!d
nq
for all d P Ωp0q. (6.16)
In particular, NKpdq ă N pdq. Moreover, for d P Ωp1q, (6.16) implies that N pd ´ eKq ą 0 and
PKpd ´ eKq ă 1. Thus NKpdq ą 0 by Lemma 3.1. Therefore, Lemma 3.2 implies that for any
d P Ωp3q,
CpP, Sq p˝dq “ pP, Sq p˝dq. (6.17)
Now we move on to comparing Ct0pP, Y q and Ct0pP˚, Y ˚q. We start by establishing some initial
bounds on P and Y so that the conditions of Corollary 5.2 are satisfied. We have shown that for d P Ωp0q
with
ř
vPV dv ” 0 pmod q` 1q, P p˝dq ă 3q!dnq „ 3µ0, where the approximation
`
n
q
˘ „ nq{q! is valid since
q2 “ opnq. Relation (3.6) then gives Ya,K,bpdq ď 2Pa,KpdqPb,Kpd ´ ea,Kq ď 20µ20 for d P Ωp1q and
sufficiently large n. By definition of R, it follows that R p˝d´ eKq “ RpP, Y q p˝d´ eKq “ 1`Opε`α`
µ0q “ 1`Opcq for K P
`
V
k´1
˘
and d P Ωp2q. Applying P , we infer P p˝dq “ PpP,Rq p˝dq “ µ0 p1`O pcqq.
We conclude that P p˝dq “ µ0 p1`O pcqq “ P˚˝ pdq p1`O pcqq for d P Ωp2q.
Furthermore, since Y p˝dq ď 20µ20 ď 40Y ˚˝ pdq for d P Ωp0q with
ř
vPV dv ” 0 pmod q ` 1q, we can
apply Lemma 5.1 (c) with ξ1 “ Opcq and ξ “ 40 to get that for d P Ωp3q,
Ya,K,bpdq “ YpP, Y qa,K,bpdq “ YpP˚, Y ˚qa,K,bpdq p1`O pc` µ0qq “ Y ˚a,K,bpdq p1`O pcqq .
With c taken sufficiently small, t0 ´ 1 iterated applications of Corollary 5.2 produce
Ct0´1pP, Y q p˝dq “ Ct0´1pP˚, Y ˚q p˝dq `1`O `e´t0˘˘ “ Ct0´1pP˚, Y ˚q p˝dq p1`O pϑqq
for d P Ωp3t0q, where we used e´t0 “ pd0nq´1 “ Opϑq. Combining this bound with (6.15) and (6.17),
we get
pP˚, Y ˚q p˝dq “ pP, Y q p˝dq p1`O pϑqq for d P Ωp3t0q. (6.18)
This equation is used below to establish Proposition 1.4. Finally, let d P D0, so that d´ ea and d´ eb
are in Ωp3t0q for any a, b P V . Applying R once more, with Lemma 5.1(a) and triangle inequality, gives
R˚ p˝dq “ RpP˚, Y ˚q p˝dq p1`O pζqq “ RpP, Y q p˝dq p1`O ppµ0 ` αqϑqq “ R p˝dq p1`O pζqq .
It remains to verify that for q ě 2, a ‰ b P V and d P D0,
R˚abpdq “
da
´`
n´1
q
˘´ db¯
db
´`
n´1
q
˘´ da¯
ˆ
1` pda ´ dbqq
d0p1 ´ µ0qpn´ 1´ qq
˙
p1`O pζqq ,
which is the expression claimed in (6.1). Indeed, introducing the parameters εa, εb and expanding in
α, the right-hand can be rewritten as
1` εa
1` εb ¨
1´ µ´ µεb
1´ µ´ µεa
ˆ
1` αpεa ´ εbqp1´ µqp1´ αq
˙
“1` εa ´ µ´ µεa ´ µεb
1` εb ´ µ´ µεa ´ µεb `Opµε
3q ` α ¨ pεa ´ εbq
1´ µ p1`O pεqq `Opα
2εq,
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which coincides with the definition of R˚abpdq in (6.3) and (6.4), respectively, up to the error term ζ.
We remark that the ratio formula was stated in the form (6.1) so that it can be readily used in the
next step of the proof.
Remark 6.4. A hand-checkable proof for q “ 2 would be much simpler if one could exploit the
symmetry in Zp and Zy in a rigorous way. This would entail showing that P
˚
a,K,bpd1q and Y ˚a,K,bpd1q
remain symmetric in εa and εb up to Opε3q-terms throughout the iterations of C, and conceptually the
simplest way to do that is to just compute the second-order terms in ε. It would be interesting to find
a more direct argument for this symmetry.
Let us make it explicit how Proposition 1.4 follows from the previous proof.
Proof of Proposition 1.4. The hypothesis of the proposition is that the parameters c, k, d, n,m, µ, ϕ
satisfy
k ă cdϕ, kµ` k2{n ă c and log3 n ă d.
These inequalities are assumed in Lemma 6.1 with d0 “ d, ε “ d´ϕ. Hence, (6.18), recalling the
definition of P˚ in (6.3) and ϑ ă k2d´2ϕ implies that for d P D,
PKpdq “ µ
ˆ
1` 1` εK
1´ α
˙`
1`O `k2d´2ϕ˘˘ .
Substituting µ “ d`n´1
k´1
˘´1
, α “ k´1
n´1 and εK “
ř
vPK
dv´d
d
, we recover the expression claimed in Propo-
sition 1.4.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. The relevant ratios Rabpdq were computed in Lemma 6.1. The remainder of the
proof is very similar to the sparse case, Theorem 1.3. Some amount of repetition is necessary as certain
conditions and error estimates need to be checked in either case. We emphasise that the sequences we
are dealing with from now on have sum dn or dn`1. Recall that α “ k´1
n´1 and σ
2pdq “ 1
n
ř
vPV pdv´dq2
for a sequence d with average d.
Recall that the set D from the theorem statement contains the sequences of length n with sum dn
and spread at most d1´ϕ.
Claim 6.5. Let Hpdq “ PBkpn,mqpdq rHpdq, where
rHpdq “ expˆαn
2
´ αnσ
2pdq
2dp1´ µqp1 ´ αq
˙
.
If d´ ea and d´ eb are elements of D, then
Rabpdq “ Hpd´ eaq
Hpd´ ebq p1`O pδqq with δ “
#
pµ` αqk2d´2ϕ, k ě 4
µd´3ϕ ` αd´2ϕ, k “ 3. . (6.19)
Proof. We claim that if d´ ea lies in D for a P V , then d satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 6.1 with
d0 “ d ` 1{n (the average of d) and ε “ 2d´ϕ. Indeed, the spread of d is at most d1´ϕ ` 1 since the
spread of d´ ea is at most d1´ϕ, and moreover, from the hypothesis k3d1´3ϕ ă c in Theorem 1.2, we
deduce that εq ă2kd´ϕ ă c1{3 for large n. Hence we may apply Lemma 6.1 and deduce that (6.1) holds
for d.
To evaluate the right hand side of (6.19) we use km “ dn, (1.2) and compute
Hpd´ eaq
Hpd´ ebq “
da
´`
n´1
k´1
˘´ db ` 1¯
db
´`
n´1
k´1
˘´ da ` 1¯ exp
ˆ
αn
2dnp1´ µqp1 ´ αq p2da ´ 2dbq
˙
“
da
´`
n´1
k´1
˘´ db¯
db
´`
n´1
k´1
˘´ da¯ exp
ˆ
αpda ´ dbq
dp1 ´ µqp1´ αq
˙˜
1`O
˜
d1´ϕ`
n´1
k´1
˘2
¸¸
.
whenever d´ea,d´eb P D. The estimate in the second line follows from (6.9). The expression on the
right-hand side matches the approximation (6.1) for the ratio Rabpdq up to a relative error Opε2α2q “
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Opδq. Finally, to check that d1´ϕ`n´1
k´1
˘´2 “ Opδq, we split into two cases once again. For k “ 3,
d1´ϕ
`
n´1
k´1
˘´2 “ O `α4d1´ϕ˘ “ Opαd´2ϕq. For k ě 4, we have d1´ϕ`n´1
k´1
˘´2 “ Opµ2d´1´ϕq “ Opδq. We
conclude that Hpd´eaq
Hpd´ebq “ Rabpdq p1`O pδqq, as required.
If d is an integer, let dreg “ pd, d, . . . , dq P D. For any sequence d P D, there is a sequence of
sequences d “ d1,d2, . . . ,dt “ dreg P D with t ď 2nd1´ϕ in which consecutive sequences are adjacent
(where we recall that two sequences are adjacent if they can be written as d1´ ea and d1´ eb for some
d1 P Zn` and a, b P V ). Let r “ nd1´ϕ. By ‘telescoping’ (6.19), we deduce that for d P D,
PDkpn,mqpdq
Hpdq “ c1e
Oprδq, (6.20)
where c1 “ PDkpn,mqpdregq{Hpdregq. On the other hand, if d is not an integer, then we reach a similar
conclusion by defining dreg to be an appropriate sequence in ttdu, tdu` 1un.
We will show that c1 “ 1 ` Opηkq using the fact that rHpdq is concentrated around 1 in both
Bkpn,mq and Dkpn,mq. We isolate the following statement because it will be useful later, in proving
Theorem 1.2.
Claim 6.6. Define
W “  d P D : ˇˇσ2pdq ´ dp1´ µqˇˇ ď dξ( ,
where
ξ “ k log
2 n?
n
.
Then PDkpn,mqpWq “ 1´O pn´ωq and PBkpn,mqpWq “ 1´O pn´ωq. Moreover, uniformly for d PW,
PDkpn,mqpdq “ PBkpn,mqpdqp1 `Opηkqq. (6.21)
Proof. We start by estimating the probability of W in the two probability spaces. Lemma 2.5(i)
implies that if d is sampled from Bkpn,mq or Dkpn,mq, |dv ´ d| ď 20
?
d logn ă d1´ϕ for all v P V
with probability 1 ´ O pn´ωq (for the last inequality, we used the assumption of Theorem 1.2 that
logC n “ opdq for any integer C). Thus d P D.
Secondly, we claim that if d is sampled from Bkpn,mq or Dkpn,mq then σ2pdq “ dp1 ´ µqp1 ˘ ξq
with probability 1 ´ O pn´ωq. Indeed, this follows from Lemma 2.5(ii) with β “ logn{4, by noticing
that in this case the second term in the deviation is dominated by ξ2 “ Opξq since k3 ă cd3ϕ´1 ă cd1{2,
and hence k log
2 n
d
ă d´1{2 log2 nÑ 0. By definition of W, we may now conclude that
PBkpn,mqpWq “ 1´O
`
n´ω
˘
and PDkpn,mqpWq “ 1´O
`
n´ω
˘
.
It is easy to check that rHpdq “ eOpkξq for d PW, and henceÿ
dPW
Hpdq “ eOpkξq
ÿ
dPW
PBkpn,mqpdq “ eOpkξq. (6.22)
Using (6.20) and the above estimates, we get
PDkpn,mqpWq “
ÿ
dPW
PDkpn,mqpdq “ c1eOprδq
ÿ
dPW
Hpdq “ c1eOprδ`kξq.
From this estimate and PDkpn,mqpWq “ 1 ´ O pn´ωq, we deduce that c1 “ eOprδ`kξ`n
´ωq “ eOpηkq,
using r “ nd1´ϕ and the definition of ηk from the theorem statement (and noting that µ “ Opd{n2q
when k “ 3). Hence, recalling the definition Hpdq “ PBkpn,mqpdq rHpdq in Claim 6.5, (6.20) implies
that for d P D,
PDkpn,mqpdq “ PBkpn,mqpdq rHpdqeOpηkq. (6.23)
In particular, for d P W Ă D, since rHpdq “ eOpkξq “ eOpηkq, we have (6.21) provided that ηk is
bounded. So, to finish the proof of the claim, it only remains to check the last assertion in the theorem,
that ηk ă 3c for n sufficiently large. Large n is assumed implicitly in the rest of the proof.
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Firstly, let k ě 4. The assumptions of the theorem include k2 log2 n{?n ă c and k3d1´3ϕ ă c.
Recall that 4
9
ă ϕ ă 1
2
. For the remaining term in ηk, we have d “ µ
`
n
k
˘ ě µ `n
k
˘k
, so
µk2nd1´3ϕ ď µ2´3ϕk2n
ˆ
k
n
˙p3ϕ´1qk
ď k2n
ˆ
k
n
˙p3ϕ´1qk
ă k2n
ˆ
k
n
˙k{3
.
If k “ Op1q this is Opn´k{3´1q “ op1q. On the other hand, since k ă n1{4, the right-hand side is at
most n3{2´k{4 “ op1q when k ě 7. So indeed ηk ă 3c.
For k “ 3, we have d1´3ϕ ă c{9 by the theorem’s assumption. Moreover, d ď `n
2
˘
and so d2´4ϕ{n ď
n4´8ϕ´1 ă n´5{9 and hence η3 ă 3c. This completes the proof of the claim.
The theorem follows from (6.23) considering the definition of rHpdq.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. We use Claims 6.6 and 4.2. Fix k “ kpnq ď nC . We distinguish two cases for
d :“ km{n. Let ε “ 1
9
´C ą 0. If k6 ă d1´ε and d ą n1{3, apply Claim 6.6 with ϕ “ 1
2
´ ε
12
, and with
the parameters restricted as in Theorem 1.2. Note that in the case k “ 3 we have d2´4φ ă d1{27 ă
n1{9. Also note that for general k, we have k3d1´3ϕ ă d´ε{4 “ op1q. Moreover, for k ě 4 we have
µnk2d1´3φ ă µnk2{d4{9 “ d5{9n19{9{`n
k
˘ “ op1q since d ă nk´1. Hence, ηk “ op1q and the assumptions
of the claim are satisfied. The set W has the desired properties.
Secondly, let d ď maxtk6{p1´εq, n1{3u ă n2{3 (since k ď n1{9´ε). Recall that for Claim 4.2, the
parameter restrictions and definitions, in particular that of ψk, are inherited from Theorem 1.3. Defining
∆˚ “ rds, we will show that ψk “ op1q. Indeed, for k ě 4, using m “ dn{k we have
ψk ď k
2
m
`pd` 1q2 ` kpd` 1q log4 n` k2 log9 n˘
“ k
3d`Opk4 log4 nq
n
` k
4 log9 n
m
.
This bound is easily seen to be op1q because k3d ă n1{3´3εn2{3, and using the assumption of Theorem 1.1
that m “ dn{k ą ?n.
In the case k “ 3, we necessarily have d ď n1{3, and thus ψ3 “ O
`
m´1pd3 ` log9 nq˘ “ Opn´1{3q.
Applying Claim 4.2 gives the desired conclusion in either case.
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